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FOREWORD 

This book appears at an opportune time. Government extension agencies are 
operating on diminishing funds and the problem of coping with fewer resources 
will continue. Hence skill in using extension methods and the efficient 
organisation and evaluation of extension programmes assume more importance. 

The 1987 Australasian Extension Conference concluded that extension 
workers needed training and experience to develop: 

• capacity to interact at the personal level; 

• skills in communication in numerous channels and media; 

• an understanding of sociological and psychological forces that influence 
adult learning, motivation and behavioural change. 

This book will prove a valuable resource in extension education. University 
and Agricultural college students will find it a useful supplement to their courses 
while new extension workers will find it will he'Ip crystallise their experience and 
support other practical training. 

The author, Peter Mortiss, worked in field extension for the Queensland 
Department of Primary Industries for more than a decade at a number of 
country centres. He then joined the QDPI's training unit where he had respon
sibility for extension training. He has also acted as a consultant to extension 
workers in developing and evaluating extension programmes and conducting 
extension events. Currently, he is responsible for extension training and staff 
development in Soil Conservation Services Branch. 

Mr Mortiss has drawn from this experience and consulted numerous sour
ces within the QDPI to compile this manual. 

J.Miller 
Assistant Director-General (extension) 
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PREFACE 

This book is a practical guide for extension workers in agriculture. It contains 
simple, easy-to-follow chapters on the commonly used extension methods, and 
an outline of how extension may be planned and evaluated. 

Extension workers are action-orientated rather than academic. With this in 
mind, the manual was written to be brief but comprehensive. Therefore, some 
of the concepts are not spelt out in detail and in some places the prose is very 
condensed. 

The content is not meant to be read at a sitting. Each chapter is self con
tained so that readers can refer to the relevant chapters before conducting any 
of the activities mentioned. Those who lead extension workers in the field 
should find chapters 8, 9 and 10 useful reading before meeting with staff to 
discuss extension programmes. 

A non-academic style has been used in the writing and therefore few of the 
sources of ideas have been mentioned in the text. Most of the sources for each 
subject are listed in the Further reading section at the end of each chapter. 
Those interested in reading further should find most of the references men
tioned reasonably accessible. 

Many people in the Queensland Department of Primary Industries have 
helped prepare the manual. Gordon Burridge of Pig and Poultry Branch drew 
the cartoons. Staff of Drafting Section, Land Resources Branch, prepared the 
diagrams. Ross Porter and John Fleming of Information and Extension Training 
Branch contributed to the chapters on extension writing and radio. Burnie Davis 
of Pig and Poultry Branch and Rod Strachan of Beef Cattle Husbandry Branch 
provided material for Chapter 8. Glen Mickan of Economic Services Branch 
provided material for Chapter 11. David Carrigan of Extension Services Branch 
and Graham Jamieson of Horticulture Branch provided helpful comments on 
the text. 

Not everyone will agree with all the points made in Chapter 8, on extension 
strategy, and Chapter 11, which speculates on future developments, but I hope 
the opinions given will help stimulate debate among extension workers. 

P. D. Mortiss 



CHAPIERI 

COMMUNICATION - THE BASIS OF 
AGRICULTURAL EXTENSION 

Introduction 

Extension workers are professional communicators. Discussions with clients, 
writing, running trials, and conducting meetings and field days are obvious 
examples of methods they use to promote change in rural communities. 

To be effective communicators, extension workers must be adept in using 
the full range of extension methods for different purposes. The astute use of 
mass media alerts clients to coming agricultural events and develops an aware
ness of issues, whereas group discussions and field days give clients the con
fidence and technical detail needed to change ~?rm practices. The farm visit is 
the major source of information on farmer concerns and aspirations. It is also 
the means of adapting general recommendations to individual circumstances. 

1 

Extension workers need to subdivide their audience into groups with 
similar technical needs and social characteristics. This enables extension staff to 
identify problems and opportunities relevant to each group and to develop 
activities tailored for them. Large-scale, business-oriented producers obviously 
have different problems and opportunities to small hobby farmers. Separate 
literature and field days need to be organised for each group. 

The many businesses which supply goods and services to farmers and 
graziers have a powerful influence on their adoption of new technology and 
management systems. Agribusiness is a distinct and important audience for 
extension. Special presentations, district tours and continued liaison create links 
among commercial firms, and between extension workers and the agribusiness 
community. This generates an improved flow of quality information, which in 
turn benefits the farming community. 

Skilful communication with each target audience starts with knowing its 
concerns, views on the industries, resources, attitudes to risk and the terms used 
in describing these issues. The extension worker who knows what is on people's 
minds and how they interpret events can give his messages the right tone and 
timing to have maximum impact. 
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Extension starts with people 

Understanding people is the key to successful extension work. It allows you to 
determine a client's motivations and needs. You can then pitch your message at 
the right level and either recommend appropriate technology or work with your 
client to develop it. 

There are some important principles in dealing with people. 

• Most of our values and attitudes are learnt from the people we mix with. Our 
family and close friends shape our fundamental values, which are absorbed 
early in life. Secondary groups joined later in life, such as sporting clubs and 
associations, affect less important attitudes. 

• People value their life experience: their family, friends and the key events in 
their lives. Their opinions and beliefs are based on this experience. If you 
deny the value of this experience or opinions based on it, you are attacking 
the worth of the individual. 

• Adults learn by building on past experience; to give meaning to new 
information, they relate it to what they already know. 

• Adults learn readily through discussion with their peers. Their willingness to 
change is strongly influenced by the opinion of their social group. 

• People have a powerful drive to maintain and enhance themselves. They 
make a change to gain increased satisfaction or to avoid decreased 
satisfaction. 

• Feelings and attitudes change very slowly. They are rarely changed by 
telling, urging or teaching. Experience and interaction with others gradually 
convince people of the advantages of new ways. 

• The methods of attaining cooperation may be more important than the final 
decision or course of action. 

• True cooperation is possible only if a mutual-influence system prevails. 
People will understand and be more likely to undertake a course of action if 
they have helped formulate it. 

How successful extension workers operate 

Research findings from several countries show that successful extension workers 
share some common characteristics in their understanding of clients and their 
approach to the job. 

• The more successful extension workers expend more energy on promotional 
activities and have greater client contact than less successful workers. 

Communication - the basis of agricultural extension 3 

Farmers learn readily through discussion of practical issues with their 
neighbours. 

• Successful workers consider client needs and recommend appropriate 
technology rather than the most sophisticated technology. 

• Successful workers have empathy with their clients and think and act lik 
them. e 

• ~u~c~ssful workers use key members of the client community, often called 
opmIOn leaders', to relay messages to others. 

• Successful workers have a high credibility with their clients. 

• Succ.essful workers aim to enhance the independence and self determination 
of clIents. 

These poi~ts ~ho~ tha~ genuine communication needs a two-way flow of 
data. CommUnICatIOn ImplIes far more than merely supplying information In 
response, th~ v:ay extension workers operate has gradually changed. Whe~e 
once th~ mamJob was to b~ an active change agent by spreading the results of 
productIOn :esea~ch, there IS now more emphasis on the extension worker as a 
key per~on m an mformation network. The modern extension worker realises 
tha~ he ~s not the sole reservoir of expertise and that he works with farmers 
agnbusmess and others to develop knowledge and exchange information. ' 
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General rules of communication 

The success of any communication is affected by the way th~ receiver of the 
message perceives the source. If, for ex~mple, a ~armer b~lIeves that a~ . 
extension officer is a credible source of mformatIOn, he WIll have a posItlve 
attitude towards his recommendations and be likely to act on them. On the 
other hand if he has a negative view of another source, such as a newspaper, he 
will tend t~ disregard information from it. However, if the paper. ,:as eventuall~ 
seen to give useful information, it would in time be regarded POSItIVely .. There IS 
a natural tendency to develop the same attitude towards the s.ource and ItS 
information. Most of the following points are examples of thIS general rule. 

Relevance. To make a message relevant to an audien.ce, you need b.ack-
d 1 owledge of its present concerns and long-term mterests. Dunng a groun m .... ... d· d to 

long-term drought, graziers wIll show lIttle mterest m actlVltl.es. eSIgn~ 
promote improved pastures o~ soil conservation because theIr Immediate 
problem is survival of the busmess. 

Your message may be relevant but your :arget ~u.dience may not s.ee. it as 
such. You may overcome this problem by usmg famIlIar words and bUlldm~ ~n 
known concepts to relate the new to the old and therefore smooth the transItIOn 

to the unfamiliar. 
Simplicity. Reduce ideas to the simplest possible ter~s .. Simplicity of lan

guage and economy of words make for clarity of commumcatlon. Generally, the 
simpler the words the more likely they are to be understood: ~owever, 
simplicity really relates to the experience of the person receIVmg the message. 
What is simple to one person may be complex to another. 

Technical terms easily understood by trained agriculturalists a~e usually dif
ferent from those used and understood by farmers. Photographs, diagrams and 
demonstrations are usually more effective than words. 

Definition. Define a concept before developing it and explain it before. 

l.fy·ng Even simple terms to you can be unclear to others. The use of Jar
amp 1 1 . . d ·th th ds 
gon also creates problems of clarity for those not acquamte WI e wor . 

Structure. Organise a message into a series o~ logical stages. Texts on 
public speaking emphasise the impor~ance, of making cl~ar the order or struc
ture of a message to increase the audience s understandmg. 

Repetition. Repeat the key cor:ce~ts of the message. Repetition is par
ticularly important in oral commumcatlOn. 

Some possible strategies in oral communication are: 

• repeating key ideas; 

• restating difficult ideas; 
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• recycling ideas wherever feedback indicates they are misunderstood; and 

• using examples, synonyms, analogies and periodic summaries. 

Repeating the same message through several different sources increases its 
effect. People are more likely to be convinced by what they see at a field day if 
they have had prior knowledge of the topic from the media. 

Comparison and contrast. Relate new ideas to old ideas; associate the un
Imown with the known. This principle of comparison and contrast, which shows 
the similarities and differences among objects, events, people and ideas, is essen
tial for clear communication. People can understand new unknown ideas more 
clearly if they are able to relate to old known ones. 

Problems in communication 

All of us receive messages and interpret them through our own experiences. 
This is a fil~ering or refracting process where messages are interpreted through 
our own pnvate world and changed from what the initiator intended. When 
communicating with others we should be aware of this process and use the 
principles of good communication to overcome it. There are several common 
causes of these problems in communication. . 

The physical environment may create conditions under which communica
tion cannot take place effectively. A stuffy, warm room will make it difficult for 
people to concentrate at a meeting. Likewise a field day audience will not be 
attentive if they are out in the sun or a cold westerly wind. 

The preoccupation of a person can create barriers. An individual who is 
focusing on internal thoughts may allow little of the message to get through. In 
both face-to-face and group situations, people can be so preoccupied by their 
objections to other ideas that they are unable to concentrate. If they are allowed 
an early opportunity to express their views, communication will be more success
ful. This underlines the importance of a two-way flow of information. 

Hostility may distort messages. This can occur when communicating with 
an individual with whom you are angry, or due to the carryover of a recent 
adverse experience. The subject matter could also arouse hostility. People in a 
hostile co?frontation often distort messages from the other person, which in 
turn proVides fuel for further hostility. 

Stereotyping occurs when a prior mental set about the source of the mes
sage prevents us from accurately receiving it. For example, we might judge the 
qualIty of a message not by its intrinsic quality but by the presenter's clothes or 
accent. We might prejudge people's abilities and intentions because they come 
from a particular social group or area. 

Past experience can also lead us to prejudge people and situations. This 
sho~ld not be regarded as an aberration because people have no way of forming 
realIty other than through their own experience. If clients have gained benefits 
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from contacting you in the past, they will readily contact you in the future and 

take a positive view of the expected outcome. 

Defensiveness leads to filtering of messages received. The insecurity of the 
individual tends to distort inputs into accusations and replies into justifications. 
Because arguments arouse defensiveness, it is rare for one side to convince the 
other. If you sense defensiveness in one of your contacts, it is best to back off 
from any argument and perhaps arrange for him to observe the issue of conten-

tion where he can draw his own conclusions. 

The means of alleviating these problems of communication are as varied as 
the individuals you must deal with. The key, however, is to become aware of the 
conditions which interfere with the communication process and attempt to 
modify your behaviour so that messages are less often and less severely distorted. 

\ "-IE COME. 10 1)\SCUSS 

I fv'\ l' Ro vE'D 'YRSTVRE S 
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Further reading 
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investigation using interactive computer techniques, unpublished Ph.D. thesis, 
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sion philosophy in the literature review.) 

Hawkins, H. S., Dunn, A. M. and Carey, J. W. (1982), Agricultural and Livestock 
Extension, Vol. 2. The Extension Process, Australian Vice-Chancellors' Com
mittee, Australian Universities International Development Program, 

Canberra (see Part 1). 

Knowles, M. (1973), The Adult Leamer: A Neglected Species, 2nd Ed., Gulf, 

Houston. 

Rogers, E. M. (1983), Diffusion of Innovations, Macmillan, N.Y. 
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CHAPTER 2 

FACE·TO .. FACE COMMUNICATION - FARM 
VISITS AND OFFICE CONTACT 

Introduction 

As an extension worker you constantl conver . h . 
agribusiness people. It is important t~ t ~e WIt pnmary producers and . 
showing subject knowledge and e th ~ you

f 
andle these conversations well 

f 
n USIasm or the J'ob Th . . ' 

ace-to-face contact is powerful and ff .' e ImpressIOn made in 
standing in the district. a ects an extensIOn worker's public 

Initial contact 

Conditions which put a person at ease f 
information and ideas If you a 11' are avourable for a free exchange of 
. . re ca mg on a farm t t all 

tIme. For instance, avoid calling at re 1 1 .' ry 0 c at an opportune 
person well. A courteous and friendl gu ar ~ea tImes unless you know the 
in the right frame of mind for a frank~~~eetmg c~n help put callers to the office 
receptionists, you might need to hel open dIscussIOn .. If you have 
callers helpfully and efficientl p them develop a routme for handling office 

y. 

First impressions 

B.e pleased to meet people, 
gIve a firm handshake, smile 
and put them at ease. If you 
are nervous, try not to appear 
so, as nervousness on your 
behalf can be infectious and 
upset the other person too. 

Our expectations of 
people can blind us to the true 
facts. Don't draw hasty con
clusions about people. We 
~ften expect people in a par
tlcula~ occupation, age group 
or socIal group to behave in a 

7 
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particular way. For example, faces with wrinkles at the eye corners are seen as 
humorous and easy-going; those with high foreheads are often seen as more 
intelligent and dependable; red hair goes with a quick temper, and so on. 

Remember names 

We all like to be called by our name, so it will help to gain rapport if you use 
other people's names. UpQn introduction, ask a person to repeat his name if 
necessary and use it as often as you can during the conversation so you 
remember it. You may find it useful to write down the name and a few details 
about the person when the dialogue is finished. 

Breaking the ice 

Seasoned extension workers often get the conversation rolling by mentioning 
something both have in common OLa special interest or hobby of the other 
person. However, this can be overdone, and a few general questions to get the 
other person talking are often just as effective. Take a genuine interest in the 
other person but don't try to obviously win favour. If you are not sincere it will 
soon show through. 

Rapport 

If you create the right atmosphere in the initial stages of the discussion, you will 
have good rapport. The exchange will be warm, relaxed and friendly. 

Confidence must be preserved and developed; simple incidents can easily 
destroy it. It's all too easy to show shock, impatience or displeasure when others 
voice views which run counter to your own. You can upset people not only by 
what you say, but also by how you say it, and even by your gestures and facial 
expression. As a result, the farmer may apologise or become aggressive and 
after that, the free expression of ideas becomes difficult. 

If rapport breaks down or you have called at an inconvenient time, politely 
finish the conversation and leave as gracefully as you can, leaving the oppor
tunity for a further meeting. 

Gaining information 

Experienced extension workers sometimes take notes during an interview. This 
can show a more thorough interest in the producer. However, don't be so 
engrossed in note-taking that you fail to make eye contact with the producer or 
follow what he is saying. If he mentions something of a personal nature, put the 
pen down to show that you realise that the information is confidential. 
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Asking questions 

Skilful questioning all 
feels. ows you to understand how the other person thinks and 

It's best to start with general uestion . 
than plunge too suddenly into diff~ 1 s to stImulate conversation rather 
threat to the producer. ICU t areas of conversation which may seem a 

Ask 'open'. questions, which invite e . . 
shows you are SIncerely interested in th p. ~~le to express theIr oPInions. This 

elr I eas, and you respect them as 
Open questions allow for some free '. people. 

answered by a simple 'yes' or 'n ' expreSSIOn In the reply; they cannot be o. 
For example' 'Wh t' ?' , ,a IS your opinion of ?' ,UTL 

.......... , How do you find ?' 'Wh .......... , n nat do you think about 
'. .. ........ , at has been your experience with ?' 
ReflectIve' questions can be used .......... . 

feeling. Rephrase the farmer's id tdo get a. full expression of opinion and 
eas an get hIm to elaborate. 

F.or example, if a person has res onded . 
by saYIng 'There seems to be an awfuf Itt ~~ some Ideas you have put forward 
seem to have some dOubts about this m

O 
thO dt ?~;nk about', you might say 'You 

eo .. 

Visits are necessar t . 
y 0 gIVe recommendations for the individual 

property. 
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By thoughtful questioning you can often avoid giving direct advice. If you 
are tactful, you can often draw out the errors in a person's line of reasoning, so 
that he discovers how he can help overcome his problem. 

Sometimes in elaborating on what he has said, the producer discovers new 
relationships between familiar things. Connections are established between 
previously isolated compartments of thought and in the process, learning occurs. 

Listening 

Listening is hard work. The key to good listening is to see things from the 
other's point of view. This empathy is derived from your knowledge of the other 
person's background, values and attitudes. 

When you practice empathy you don't pass judgement or argue. You listen 
to gain an understanding of how the problem looks to the interviewee in the 
light of his information sources, goals, background and attitudes. 

Your willingness to understand another person implies a respect for that 
person. This respect maintains and builds the other person's sense of self 
respect and dignity, and often results in a reciprocal feeling of respect between 

the two people. 

To maintain your listening at an effective level, you should: 

• try to anticipate the other person's next point; 

• sum up in your mind what he has said, as well as hearing the point he is 

making; and 

• look behind the statements for attitudes and feelings that may help to 
understand the other person's point of view. 

If you do this you can help him sum up his points, as well as clarify them, by 
asldng at critical times questions such as: 'So you really feel that fertiliser has 
not been profitable in the past?'. 

Giving information 

• Find the person's level of understanding of a subject before trying to impart 
any information. Start at the level of the producer's understanding and try to 
build on it, and at the same time don't confuse him with unnecessary jargon 
and don't show condescension. 

• Judge how much to challenge the producer's assumptions and general 
approach to an issue. One extension officer can get away with a particular 
style which gets another into extreme difficulty. 

Face-to-face communication 11 

• If the client does not know what h' 1 
them, you may have to gentl ste ISh~oa s are, or cannot choose between 
this responsibility can be ris~ u~r 1m to:ards a course of action. Taking 
client's situation. ess you ave a very good knowledge of the 

• A client may have made ad' . 
seek only confirmation of a:~I~IOnki" but£lack. self c,o~idence to act. He may 

ac ng or hIS decIsIOn. 

• An effective way to operate is to d' d the r t If ISCUSS an test a range of lt . c len. a producer contribut 'd h' a ernatlVes with 
the conclusions of a discussion. es 1 eas, e WIll be more likely to act on 

• You can usually judge the client's m 
and the appearance of his property ~ag~ment skills fr~m his conversation 
enterprise that demands a high l' I o~ t encourage hIm to start an . 
present enterprises. er eve 0 skill than he demonstrates in his 

• Your suggestions and advice should ack 
dynamic system and that ch ' nowledge that each property is a 

. h' anges m one enterpr' ff WIt m the one enterprise i Ise can a ect others. Even 
F ' mprovements can have unf 
. or example, an intensification of the stocki o~ese~n consequences. 
m normal seasons, can lead to hea 10 . ng rate, whIle hIghly profitable 
are adopted when the season turn~ry.sses l}l drought unless new strategies 

• M . entIOn other farmers and raz' . 
commend. If possible arra;ge /ers W?? are usmg practices which you 
information will be m~re read'l or a VISIt to these properties; your 

1 y accepted. 

• Do~'t over-present ideas. Introduce th 
lettmg the producer argue th .., em gently, even to the extent of 

e pomts m favour of them on your beh If 
it Don't assume that the person who con' a . 

~he property. The spouse or other fa~~lts you IS the sole decision-maker on 
Influence, and lending institutions h Yh members may have a major 
decisions. ave t e power of veto over spending 

it If the producer is impatient or in h . 
:-ecommendations on a sim Ie r a urry and/or Just wants clear 
mtroductory stages and het h.P obI en:, you can do away with the 

, p 1m as qUIckly and accurately as possible. 

You can project an image of technical co . 
quote commonly used fertilisers chemic ~pete~ce ,by bemg able to readily 
common ones should be com ';t d a applIcatIOn and sowing rates The 
book for easy access You fill e to memory and others kept in a fieid 

. . can a so carry a book of h t . 
pomts, which you find difficult to describ p 0 os to Illustrate any 
more mteresting and increase th e. Photos can make conversation 
way. e range and depth of discussion in a natural 
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Summing up 
. . . w it is often helpful to sum up at the 

If you give information dunng a; l~t~rvle h~never practicable and keep a carbon 
end. Give a written summary 0 a VIce w 
copy for your own records. 

Termination 
.' erson can be exhausting, so after a time you 

Thorough discusslOn wIth ano~ P l't f the exchange falls rapidly and at 
often tend to repeat yourself. I e quaI~ yo~ are visited at the office and the. 
this stage you would be, best ,to eave. h' Y t that the interview is over by an alI of 
conversation has gone stale, you can m 
finality in your voice. 

Follow-uP 
., d iven recommendations, it is often 

If you have made a property Vl~t a~h g have worked out. If you are new to a 
worthwhile to call back to see ow ey. 
district, this helps build your local expenence. . 

does not opt for your recommendatlOns, he may 
If a client who consu~ts you ma not share these reasons with you, 

have good reasons for domg.so. He y th burden of additional commitments, 
however. The lure of ot~ler mvestm~~t~irc~mstances can all playa part in his 
effects on other enterpnses and fam y. orker to recognise that personal 

., I' r J'ob as an extenslOn w . d final declslOn. t IS you . d ., s but it is not your role to mtru e on 
and family matters playa part m eClSlon 

these issues. lt 
of information and they often consu 

producers use many different soufrdces .. ns They then may seek second 
f d'ff nttypes 0 eClSlO . 

separate sources or 1 ere . workers as a sounding board for 
. ts and use extenslOn 

opinions on some pom .' Th integrate facts and counsel from many 
advice given by c~mmerclal f

b
lrmsh e~y not give the total picture to each per

origins to run theIr property ut t ey m 
son they consult. 

Credibility 
. rried about how credible they are in 

New recruits to extenslOn.a~~ of~en w~ an issue if they work with the data that 
farmers' eyes. Their cred:blhty IS ra~~v~s with him and describing the 
the client gives them, testl,ng ~lt~lrna't fons Relating to the clients and 
experiences of producers m Slilll ar SI ua 1 . 
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satisfying their needs rather than instructing them in the latest technology is the 
way to build credibility. 

When you are asked to solve a problem or give a recommendation which 
demands extensive local experience, you need to be honest about your limita
tions and perhaps consult others with more local knowledge. 

Property trials or observation areas, particularly if you are new to a district, 
build your practical experience and the number of farmer contacts. Developing 
local knowledge with producers builds your standing in the district and helps 
prevent your being seen as merely the purveyor of second-hand information. 

Extension workers who are well known and trusted in a district are some
times asked for advice on family matters, such as children's education or off
farm investments. However, you don't gain credibility by seeking this role. 

Difficult situations 

With people who are slow to talk and who don't appear very responsive, you 
have to be prepared for long pauses in the conversation. We all tend to be 
uneasy about silence, and when the other pauses we tend to feel that it is up to 
us to make a remark to keep the conversation moving. However, a brief silence 
accomplishes two things: it indicates to the other that you think he has more to 
say, and it places the responsibility on him to fill the pause. 

When dealing with a naturally reticent person, it helps if you can ask open
ended questions which encourage him to give opinions rather than questions 
that can be answered as 'yes' or 'no'. 

The talkative person is not difficult to handle if you can interject quickly 
when you have a chance and steer the conversation to cover relevant topics. It is 
no problem if the other person monopolises the conversation, provided he talks 
about subjects in which you are interested. 

When dealing with an angry person, it is usually best to let him first express 
his anger. Sometimes just having an audience to get something off his chest 
helps an angry person to forget it and proceed to more prodll:ctive areas of 
thought. 

If the person has a justified complaint, admit to any errors that have been 
made and apologise if appropriate. 

If his complaint is unjustified, you might try by skilful questioning to get the 
producer to see that there is a weak link in his argument. 'Straightening things 
out' is a useful way of describing this procedure. The producer and you are in
volved in straightening out a misunderstanding. If, on the other hand, you show 
him he is wrong, you make it more difficult for him to change his mind, since 
you tend to humiliate him. 
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The regulatory interview 

The regulatory situation is more difficult than when you are seeking information 
or giving advice. Many experienced officers have been able to 'defuse' the 
situation by adopting the approach that they and the producer have a mutual 
problem in complying with the regulations. 

'We have a bit of a problem with these cattle' is a less threatening start to a 
conversation than 'These cattle are ticky'. 

It is sometimes helpful to point out that the regulations were asked for by 
the industry. 

If you encounter resistance, it is usually best to stand your ground and 
patiently but firmly and persistently insist on compliance. 

Farm visits and the extension programme 

By using knowledge of district networks of friendship, it is possible to use farm 
visits to one landholder to influence several others. Producers who are 
respected and sought-after for advice can be given particular attention. This can 
take the form of follow-up visits to see how recommendations have worked out, 
and deliberately broadening the conversation to include the concerns of his 
contacts. This could be backed up by the occasional mailing of relevant 
literature. These methods will enable you to develop a programme to influence 
a group through face-to-face contact with key individuals. 

Further reading 

Anderson, A. M. (1979), How Advisors Advise: Agricultural Extension as a Social 
Process, Department of Extension, School of Management and Human 
Development, Hawkesbury Agricultural College. 
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~====~------------~ 

Recording data wlll!e on far~ visits can help you build up a bank of 
informatIOn on your district. 
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CHAPTER 3 

EXTENSION WRITING 

Introduction 

Despite the extensive use of radio and television in modern communities, the 
written word is still the most important teaching and recording medium. 
Queensland extension staff recognise this by regularly writing for country 
newspapers throughout the State and direct-mailing about 40 newsletters to 
their clients. 

Important points to come from research on extension writing are: 

• 70% of Australian primary producers buy a rural weekly newspaper; 

• the average primary producer spends one t9 two hours per week reading 
agricultural publications; 

• progressive farmers read more technical journals, read more systematically 
and read at a higher level of abstractness than others; 

• written material alone can be the major influence in producers altering their 
practices; 

papers and journals can act to some extent as an alternative to personal 
contact and field days; and 

• farmers who subscribe to numerous agricultural papers and journals usually 
have a high level of contact with their department of agriculture. 

Radio and television are suitable for short, simple messages. Because the 
listener cannot go back to listen or view again, the messages must be uncompli
cated and brief. On the other hand, the written word can be kept and reread, 
and if not properly understood, discussed with others. Many p:r:imary producers 
keep journals and written recommendations for later reference; sometimes for 
many years. 

Newspaper articles 

Newspaper articles can be used to alert or advise readers of an event, 
Occurrence or practice - to start people thinking - and to prompt them to seek 
more information. 
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This means that it is often not necessary to tell the total story about a p.ar
ticular subject but to supply enough information to whet the reader's appetlte. 

The editor 

Meet the editor before you supply material to the local paper. Get to know 
what he wants in both style and content. If he knows you an~ knows tha~ you 
write well, your material is less likely to be edited. 'Yhen ar~lcles are edIted 
there is the possibility 'that they may give the wrong ImpresslOn. 

Some newspapers will publish technical information, provided it is . 
presented concisely and intelligibly. Study the format and the types of ~tones 
used by the newspapers in your area and follow these as closely as possIble. 

Getting started with your writing 

The first thing to consider is your purpose in :vriting. ~o you want readers to 
come to a field day or to seek more informatlOn about It? D.O you waI~t t~ 
promote discussion about a practice, for example, conservatlOn croppmg. Do 
you want to remind readers about a seasonal practice, such as contour bank 

maintenance? 

Having decided the purpose, jot down the inf~rmation t~at will help you 
achieve this end. Then begin writing your story usmg a few SImple rules. These 
can easily be remembered by the acronym RAFTS. 

Now let's see what the letters stand for. They are the key to effective 

writing: 

• R is for reader 

• A is for authority 

• F is for facts 

• T is for twist 

• S is for shortness 

We will now take each word separately. 

The reader 

Country newspapers are most interested in publishing topical local stories. 
Editors believe their readers obtain enough news of other areas through the 
metropolitan media and so look for local content. 
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For example, in Dalby a story headed 'Heavy Fertilisation Needed for this 
Year's Dalby Wheat' will create more attention than a story headed 'Wheat 
Growing in Queensland'. 

The reader is the person you are writing for, so when you sit down to write, 
put yourself in your reader's place and write so that he can understand what he's 
reading. 

Many people fall into the common trap of writing to please themselves, like 
the fellow who wrote in a branch report: 

In this impatient and fast-mOVing world political stability and predominant 
attitudes of government become of crucial importance. Programmes 
aimed at aiding primary production although backed by deeply involved 
scientific endeavour can meet constraints and disruption through 
domestic political conditions imposed by pressure of non-participating 
or opposing cross-sections of the community. Every action in pest 
control therefore must be assessed in respect to an ever-increasing 
complexity of factors in addition to the direct effect on the pest species. 

If he were following our first rule, and thinking of his reader, he would 
probably have written: 

Social pressures can hinder pest control. 

Six words instead of 76! 

By thinking of the reader as you write, you remove most of the barriers to 
communication, and provide the smoothest path for facts to be transferred from 
one person to another. You should know your readers' interests and be able to 
pitc~ you~ stories to their concerns of the moment. For example, if your 
audIence IS composed of banana farmers, you could start your story on leaf spot 
control: 

BANANA CROPS DEVELOP WELL WITH RECENT RAIN 

'Banana crops have responded well to recent falls of rain', said Mr Blogs 
from the DPI yesterday. 

The rain had not been associated with any high winds which often 
damage crops at this time of the year, he said. 

Mr Blogs warned growers that the humid conditions were often 
associated with attacks of leaf spot and that growers should spray, etc., 

Authority 

The next word, authority, draws attention to the necessity of backing the facts 
you present to the reader. 

Look for an authority: write under your own name or quote someone. 

Remember that farmers learn from farmers. Find a leading farmer, or 
someone in the district whose example is followed, and quote his actual 
words about what he has done or seen. 
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• Quote the industry leader, the research worker, or someone else the 
community looks up to. 

• Get good photographs. These are authorities in their own right as people 
believe what they see. 

What better extension could you imagine than a story in a newspaper 
describing a successful farmer's experience, quoting the farmer himself, and in
cluding a clear photograph of the farmer and his property? 

An example of a good story with plenty of authority which was accompanied 
by a photo appeared in a western newspaper. 

Graziers in the St. George district have had good results by using the 
creep grazing system. 

In the prime lamb industry, where setbacks must be avoided, creep 
grazing is helping the lambs compete with the ewes for feed. 

One of the St. George graziers, Mr S. McClymont, of Bauhinia Downs, 
said yesterday that creep grazing had made the most of available feed 
for his lambs in the recent drought. 

If you can't find anyone else, quote yourself; or better still, quote yourself 
as well as others. 

Experienced and practical extension workers use this 'over-the-shoulder' 
technique. 

It means that, over his shoulder, Farmer A hears leading Farmer B describ
ing to others some particular practice he has used with success. Farmer A hur
ries away to do likewise, saying, 'If he can do it, so can I!' He has not been told 
or advised to do something. He has been encouraged to do something in the 
best way possible: by example. You have given your writing authority by iden
tifying it with local people. If readers want to know more, they can consult with 
the person quoted as an authority. Featuring local people leads to productive 
exchanges of information between producers. The extension worker is not 
always written up as the expert. 

Facts 

Most of us in our jobs find it necessary to obtain useful facts and to pass them on 
to others. Now, the virtue of written facts is that they are a permanent 
reference. Therefore, they must be authentic. It's part of your job to get the 
right facts and to check them before you use them. 

Having done so, you assemble them in order of importance, and present 
them simply, directly and in a positive rather than a negative way. 

Say: 'It is a good idea to provide feed for the winter shortage.' 

Not: 'It is not a good idea to allow yourself to be caught without feed for the 
winter shortage.' 
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Twist 

By some means you have to get your reader to start reading your article N othin 
you say, no matter ~ow well.you say it, can be effective unless you induc~ the g 
farmer to start readIng. To Introduce a twist, use the following: 

• news, or unusual angle, or topical angle (supported by photographs); or 

• human or local interest (local farmer's experience/profit, safety, comfort). 

. ~d here, please note again that the most effective extension writing is that 
wh.Ich I~ supported strongly by good photographs and a profit or benefit motive 
as In thIS example. ' 

'Loafi~g acres' are being put to work as improved pasture on many dai 
farms In Central Queensland. These are low-producing areas of nativ~ 
grasses, degenerated Rhodes grass paddocks and low yieldl' 
land. - ng crop 

~any Ce~tral Queensland farmers report success in turning them into 
high profits. 

'Th~s p~sture was established last year,' Mr Jones said, 'and it has made 
a big difference to my income already.' 

'I intend to develop every available acre o;~r the next three years.' 

t h
N aturally you wo.uld get photographs of Mr Jones and his pasture when you 

ge t e quotes from hIm. 

. h Don't make ~ou: stories too tricky or gimmicky in an attempt to put a twist 
In t em. If the twISt IS overdone you will only irritate your readers. 

Shortness 

b
If yo~ put yourself in the place of the reader you will not try to inflat 
y beIng pompous b . b' d' e your ego 

sim l' . ' Y USIng. Ig wor s and big sentences. You will strive for 
p ICIty, that marvellous aId to communication. Use short words short 

sentences and short paragraphs. ' 

Don't make the mistake of thinking you have to use all short sentences and 
paragraphs. If you do, the result will be too staccato and monotonous Va 
;~nces and paragraphs a little, and use some connecting words and ph~ases~;en-

at you get a smooth flow, as in this example. 

Mr Younger said that creep grazing allows the lambs to feed ahead of 
thhe. ehwehs. AI s the ewes eat out one paddock they are moved into the one 
w IC t e ambs had been grazing. 

The lambs then are allowed to creep graze the next paddock. 

They soon learn. They quickly recognise the creep gates which are 
erected near water points or where the ewes are inclined to gather. 
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Structure of your story 

Newspaper and newsletter stories are best structured with all the key 
information in the first paragraph. This allows the reader to immediately 
identify the topic and its relevance to him. The least important information is 
kept to the last paragraph, which the editor may cut off to fit in an advertisement 
or another story. 

This is called the 'inyerted pyramid' style and consists of: 

LEAD 

BODY 

TAIL 

The lead might consist of one to three paragraphs. It contains the most 
important facts, and invariably includes the twist. 

We also have a recipe to ensure that important information is not over
looked. This is an aid used by newspaper reporters throughout the world. They 
call it the five Ws. 

Who? what? when? where? why? (and how?) are the key questions for your 
first two paragraphs. 

An example: 

Recent research in Queensland and southern states has shown that a 
chemical used for worm control in livestock is also effective in controlling 
post-harvest disease of bananas. 

In the first two paragraphs, the main facts are presented, and answers are 
given to the questions who? what? when? where? and why? 

Sometimes not all the Ws are answered in the first few lines. But you usual
ly answer as many as possible. 

For general writing, you should use the six key questions, including the how. 
This is vital for effective writing of reports, correspondence and extension 
articles. 

N ow you sort out your information in its order of importance for the body 
of the item. Place the least important facts last because the editor or compositor 
may have to shorten your article; he does so usually by discarding the last part. 
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~f you are giv~ng recommendations, give facts and supporting information in 
a logIcal or~er WhICh. helps your readers follow the article and implement each 
step. If the InformatIOn n.eeds to be lengthy and detailed, the best strate is to 
alert readers to the benefIts of the practice and let them know h th gy 
obt . fu h'nf . were eycan 
d t a;n . rt er I ormatI~n. This is more effective than attempting to cram the 

e aI s mto a newspaper Item and confusing your readers. 

It~s often a g?od ide~, however, to put a sting in the tail of your sto b 
~ep~atmg the mam facts m a different or novel way. You run the risk th~t il will 
w:n ~~~1ed,. of cou!se. But if it isn't, th~n you have made sure that the last (as 

e first) thing the reader reads IS the most important. And thi . 
probably the best way of spurring him into action. s IS 

Once you have written your article, check it against the following two lists. 

First check-list 

1. Does it instantly attract attention? 
2. Is it easy to read? 

3. Is the message clear? 

4. Does it show how the reader can benefit? 

5. Are clear, story-telling photographs included? 
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Second check-list 

1. Cut out: 
words that aren't needed 
uncommon words 
dull words 
negative words 
ambiguous words . 
words of more than two syllables (where possIble) 
trite phrases 

2. Substitute: 
interesting, picture-making words 
simple words 
positive words 
words that stimulate 
words that clarify or explain 

3. Improve the sentences by: 

breaking up long ones 
simplifying complex ones 
correcting ambiguous ones 
making them flow 
changing impersonal phrases to personal phrases 

4. Improve the paragraphs by: 

making them short but varied 
connecting them logically 
connecting them smoothly 

5. Correct: 

spelling 
grammar 
punctuation 
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Examples of newspaper stories 

Stories can be used for various purposes, as the following introductions show. 

Publicity for a forthcoming event 

NEW AND DIFFERENT SUMMER CROPS SEMINAR 

New and different summer crops will be reviewed at a seminar to be held 
at Dalby next Friday (August 29). 

The seminar has been arranged by the DPI and Consolidated Fertilizers, 
with the cooperation of grain merchants and consultants Peter Wylie and 
Associates. 

DPI extension agronomist at Dalby, Geoff Mcintyre, said a reason for 
holding the seminar was that Downs farmers are looking for new and 
different crops. Extension agronomists received many enquiries 
seeking this type of information. 

Farmer example 

CONTOURS, FERTILISER HELP TO LIFT DAIRY PRODUCTIVITY 

Planned farm development featuring integrated soil and water 
conservation structures is paying off for Craw's Nest district dairy 
farmers, Derek and Lila Genrich. 

In 1979, Mr Genrich returned to buy the 217 ha family farm, 'Pechey Flat', 
15 km north of Crow's Nest after a six-year teaching career in Perth. 

He found a patchwork of 70-year-old depleted cultivations, sterile salt 
patches and unthrifty crops. 

Today, he milks 50 Freisian cows in a modern five-a-side herringbone 
shed and grows all their summer and winter fodder requirements in 
stabilised contour-banked paddocks. 

Technical information using a by-line 

MINERALS IMPORTANT FOR DAIRY COWS 

By Alan Murray, DPI, Toowoomba 

Milk is high in minerals, so cows need mineral supplements to maximise 
both milk production and reproduction. 

For example, unfertilised crop or pasture contains enough phosphorus 
for cows to produce only 8 to 10 litres of milk each a day. Reproductive 
performance will also be below optimum. 

Well-fertilised crops or pastures contain enough phosphorus to support 
about 12 lit res of milk/cow/day. Phosphorus supplementation is needed 
for high production. 
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Newsletters 

Newsletters allow direct communication from extension staff to primary 
producers. There is no need to reduce technical content of articles to make 
them more interesting to urban readers, as is often needed with country 
newspapers. Newsletters have the added advantage that they can rapidly 
respond to clients' needs and even be an integral part of the two-way flow of 
information between extension workers and their clients. They can give news 
and advice for industries within an area, or cover one particular industry or 
technique. For example, in 1987, extension staff in Central Queensland began a 
conservation tillage newsletter which contained articles from extension staff, 
farmers and agribusiness. 

Extension workers can mention points of interest seen on recent property 
visits, common problems encountered in the district, or topics which are on 
producers' minds. Some newsletters have successfully encouraged producers to 
send in letters for publication. Such participation further stimulates reader 
interest. 

Newsletters are popular in the pastoral areas where the long distances 
between properties make frequent contact both among producers and between 
producers and extension staff difficult. 

Newsletters usually begin with an introductory note by the editor. This 
mentions weather conditions and other district concerns and comments on how 
the articles relate to these issues. 

This introduction has a personal and conversational style, while the articles 
are more matter-of-fact. Articles appear under the names of the authors and 
usually do not include direct quotes. They should answer key questions which 
producers have on their minds at the time. 

Here is an article in a newsletter style which answers practical problems in 
a direct manner. 

Cattle with Ken Howard 

SHOULD GRAIN BE FED TO CATTLE ON SUMMER CROPS? 

Summer crops are often disappointing, so some cattlemen have 
enquired about feeding cheap grain in an attempt to finish cattle quicker. 

One graingrower had feed wheat worth $75 per tonne, which on the 
surface did not look to be a bad proposition for supplementing cattle 
grazing on summer crops. 

How much grain will they eat? 

Could you feed the wheat and get a SUbstantial improvement in 
condition? 

What will the economic result be? 
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Loca~ newsletters. do not use ~ophisticated printing or layout methods but 
they are hIghly. apprecIated by theIr readers, especially in western Queensland. 
A survey?y WIssemann and others showed that people realised the limitations 
under WhICh newsletters were produced and did not expect a glossy p t . Th '. ~w~ 
~IOn. ey a~preclated even SImple line drawings if they clearly illustrated an 
Important pomt. 

Further reading 

Be?re~s, J. H. and Evans, J. F. (19~4), Using Mass Media for Extension Teach
m~, .m Swanson, B. E. (ed.), Agncultural Extension - A Reference Manual (2nd 
edItIOn), F AO, Rome. . 

Barker, T .. (1986).' ~n'ting in the DPI, Queensland Department of Primary 
Industnes Trammg Series QE86003, Brisbane. 

Cher~, G. and Harvey, N. (1981), Effective Wn'ting in Advisory Work Ministry of 
Agnc. Food and Fish., Pinner, UK. ' 

Fardy, D .. T. and Smith, G. F. (1974), What Farmers Want from Farm 
M
19

a
7
gazmes, Journal of the Australian Institute of Agn'cultural Science March 
4,20-34. ' 

M~tiss, P. D. (198~),A study of the reactions of different audiences to the 
ueensland Agncultural Journal, Masters thesis, University of Queensland. 

Sheah~n, B. T. (1981), Media Impact in Rural Areas: A Study of Farmers' Infor
~;~.on Sources, Roseworthy, South Australia, Roseworthy Agricultural Col-

W' 
~~~man, A. F., Holmes, W. E., O'Dempsey, N. D., Cheffins, R. C. and 
Q nso~, R. J. B. (1985),An Evaluation of DPI Newsletters Servicing Western 

Q~;;~O~~~r~~:~~~land Department of Primary Industries Project Report 

Wrpig~ey, J., Newsle:ter Sk~lls, Information Branch Pamphlet, Department of 
nmary Industnes, Bnsbane. 
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CHAPfER4 

RADIO IN EXTENSION 

Introduction 

Despite the importance of television in most Australian homes, radio still plays 
a significant part in modern entertainment and communications. Television has 
not taken radio audiences; it is an addition to them. There are now more radios 
in operation then ever before: the small transistor, the car radio and the 
workshop radio. Radio is often used as a companion for lonely or isolated 
people who want some background sound while going about their day-to-day 
activities. 

Unlike other media, radio does not necessarily command 100% of the 
audience's attention. Listeners are usually doing something else as the radio 
plays. Despite this, radio can be effective in giving messages. On some items it 
can be more effective than mass-circulation daily newspapers. 

Radio will not take the place of meetings, field days, newspapers and farm 
visits, but it does complement them. 

When do we use radio? 

• Radio is suitable for giving simple, brief messages. If you have several 
aspects of a topic, it is best to make a number of short radio items on each. 

• Radio appeals only to one of the five senses: hearing. The ear cannot 
assimilate information as quickly or in such quantities as the eye. So you'll 
be limited to some extent by the amount of material that you can impart to 
your listener. The audience can't ask questions, or relisten to a piece in the 
same way as they can reread a paragraph of a book. Nor do they stand by 
with pen and paper to jot down technical details. 

• Radio is best used to make listeners aware of a subject. New interest is often 
awakened with an item on radio and the listener will often seek further 
information. 

• Radio listeners usually want to be entertained, not educated, so items should 
be brief and topical. Your opportunities to use radio will be limited and 
because of this you will have to make the most of any chances. 
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• Radio maximises your coverage in the media if you seek opportunities for 
follow-up items and give comment on current events. A broadcast item 
about good local rain could be followed up by comment on restocking or 
crop planting prospects. Heavy storms provide the chance to broadcast 
items on soil erosion control. 

Know your audience 

It is important to keep your listener in mind. Always know to whom you are 
speaking. If, for example, you have a programme on tick control, aim it directly 
at beef producers even though there will undoubtedly be people with other 
interests listening to your programme. Remember, however, that you will have 
a mixed audience, particularly in the early hours of the morning when people 
may be having breakfast. The morning steak is not going to taste very pleasant if 
it is digested with a commentary on cancerous lesions on beef cattle. 

Your message 

• Radio is suitable for simple announcements such as field days, conferences, 
farmer meetings, or other organised functions. 

• Handy hints are another excellent source of material for radio. Brief 
reminders can be given on a variety of farming practices. 

• New discoveries in research or news of field trials can be presented to make 
listeners aware of a topic. In these cases, you should invite them to seek 
further information from the office concerned. 

• Record yielding crops, special extension programmes, surveys that you are 
carrying out in your area, or brief details on a visiting expert together with 
his history and reasons for being in the district, make excellent news items. 

• Urgent messages on disease and pest outbreaks, together with control 
recommendations, are very effective over radio. 

Messages should avoid technical detail. If you have new plant varieties to 
recommend, concentrate on the names of the varieties, their general characteris
tics and their advantages to the grower. You might have time to add that they 
are planted at heavier rates than the old varieties and should be planted deeper 
but do not attempt to specify rates. It will make the item dull and the listeners 
will be unable to remember the figures. 
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Length of item 

Whether you intervi' . '. ~w. a pnmary producer, gIve a scripted talk, or are 

:~:~W:,~ ~h~~~d~~ J~;:~S;l~~~~t:%:~~~~~~~~ :~~~~:~~n three 
cope :~~~~tz :::!o~ may have only ~ive minutes ~evoted to farming news. To 
play 40 seconds of' e ann~uncer.ffilght summanse your message and then 
his summary Th your t~pe, mc~udmg some of your striking points, to amplify 

a . e mo~e lI~terestmg your message and the more livel the lan-
gu ge you use to descnbe It, the greater your chances of having it air~d. 

stand1nene~:~~~~free t~ fiv~ min:rtes is ample. time for an interview. An out
take up gl~ minute? ~mg mtervIewed ~n ~n .mtensely interesting subject may 
dent air time. . owever, once agam, It IS often a problem to obtain suffi-

your programmes 

Material must be tailored t . t h . 
instance, a statement on th 0 ~:rI ! e vanous types ?fprogrammes available. For 
an item for a ne e Istnct av~rage crop YIeld could be made into either 
way, the items s:~u~~o:dcas.~ or a spot m the country breakfast session. Either 

e wn ten to conform with the radio station's format. 

view ~~1~~s of obft~ining a record ~r?p yield would be best covered by an inter
programm uc~ss u producer. ThIS Item would be suitable for a rural 

e suc as the country breakfast session or the country hour. 
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Relationships with the media 

Radio journalists are keen to present their listeners with useful information. 
They are not out to trick you or misquote you to create controversy. However, 
their approach to a story may be different from yours, with their emphasis on the 
novel or newsworthy element at the expense of technical detail. The journalists 
are the specialists in their medium, so be guided by them. 

If your interview does not go to air, it means that the item was not sufficient
ly interesting or informative, and in some cases entertaining, to warrant air time. 
Air time is never guaranteed. The journalist does his job in interviewing you but 
the final decision may be made by the news editor. 

If you are misquoted or the item comes over in a misleading way, don't 
angrily ring the station and demand a retraction. Explain that there has been a 
mistake and the station will usually correct it by broadcasting another item. This 
approach gives you another opportunity while maintaining your relationship 
with the station. 

Some researchers think that their subject is too difficult to condense into 
simple terms which the listening public can understand. If a scientist insists on 
complex material being included in an interview, it will have little chance of 
going to air. 

When contacted by the media about policy issues, your first move is to 
decide if it is in the organisation's best interests to comment. If you don't want 
to comment or can't because senior personnel have responsibility for policy, ex
plain your position to the representative and give him the name and telephone 
number of the appropriate person. If you are in a position to comment, don't be 
caught off balance. It's perfectly reasonable to tell him you are busy but will 
phone him later, giving you time to gather your wits and do some homework on 
the subject. If it's a touchy subject, sit down and ask yourself 'What are the five 
questions I'd least like to be asked on the subject'? Get the answers and you will 
feel a lot more confident. 

Personal presentation 

Two major concerns of those about to be interviewed are the quality of their 
voice on air, and pauses and gaps in the tape. Both these worries are unfounded. 

If your tape is being played over country radio, most of those listening will 
be primary producers. If you speak with authority and are telling them some
thing that will directly affect them and their families, they will not care how you 
sound. For example, if a stock inspector was on air about rearrangement of 
stock permits, the local graziers would be so intent on the message that they 
would pay no attention to the voice delivering it. 
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Hesitating and faltering half-wa throu h a . 
because a good radio journalist to n!aint . gh' sentence.l~ ~ot a problem 
to bring it up to broadcast quality. am IS own credIbilIty, will edit the tape 

A radio journalist will edit the tape t 
. h . 0 r~move any embarrassing pauses 
ill t e illterVIew. 

of radio items 

The interview 

Th~ ra~io journalist usually begins the intervi' . 
tOPIC WIth the interviewee. Tbis bIb 'ld ew with a general dIscussion on the 
and clarifies the main issues to b e ps Ul rapport, sets the interviewee at ease 

e covered. 

If, as bappens occasionally ou f . . 
who has not done his bomeworj/ h 1 are. aced WIth an mexperienced journalist 
k~y questions. He will rememb;r e p hIm ~nder~tand the subject and suggest 
gIVe you future interviews. your helpmg hIm through and will be likely to 

. If you are to be the interviewer ou sho 
~hIch would occur to the listener a~~ be b . uid n~t be donll?ant. Ask questions 
s oUl.d be neutral and not dOInin~ting b t ne han to t~e pomt. The interviewer 
sonahty. Do not come out with ,u a~ t e same time express his Own er-
punctuation like 'That sounds' sttateu:.ents lIke: 'I agree with that' or verbal p 

m erestmg'. 
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The flow of questions and the order of material is important. The most sig
nificant points should come first. For radio it is necessary to have the impact at 

the beginning. 
It is best to cover only one subject in an interview. However, if you have an 

outstanding personality as an interviewee you could cover more than one sub
ject, although air time might be a problem. 

Be flexible: don't stick to set questions if they don't follow from immediate 

conversation. 
The success of a radio interview depends on the questions you ask. Ask 

questions that begin with how, what, when, who, where and why. Avoid long 
monologues, and give specific examples and illustrations. Occasionally call each 
other by name during the interview. 

Scripted interviews are generally failures and few people can sound natural 
when they read, but have a few notes or topic headings to give the interview 

some direction. 

Question-and -answer panels 

Radio question-and-answer panels have been used successfully in some districts. 
A panel of experts answers questions put to it. The topics can be sent in by 
listeners, or can be taken from the office enquiries during the previous week. 

The ad -lib talk 

Very few people can do this well. The broadcaster must have the temperament 
suited to this form of presentation. He must be able to think quickly so that his 

speech remains fluent. 

If you are giving an ad-lib talk, you must know your subject in great depth 
so that you do not have to pause and try to think of vital information. You'd be 
wise to keep notes handy so that you have the major points in front of you. 

The scripted talk 

The scripted talk is easy to prepare but much harder to deliver than the ad-lib 
talk. One of the advantages of the ad-lib talk is that because you are making 
conversation, you find it much easier to come across in this style. The major 
disadvantage of the written talk is that it is likely to sound like somebody 
reading from notes. You can practice by reading aloud into a tape recorder and 
then checking to eliminate any faults, but very few people can make a scripted 

talk sound natural. 
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Writing your script 

~ecide on the purpose of the broadcast and the ' 
]ot d~wn the two or three main points that th l' message you WIsh to leave. Then 
your Item as follows: e Istener needs to know. Structure 

• a provocative opening statement or catch h , Y P rase to catch the listener's ear 

• a sub]ect or summary sentence' ' , 

• main supporting statements' , 

• other supporting statements' , 

• summary and conclusion. 

When writing for radio you are writin £ 
for~, you must write your sc;ipt differentl r or t~e ear and not the eye. There
Of Journal article, y rom t e way you write a newspaper 

. Radio scripts must contain short sim 1 ' 
a pnnt media story has long, complic~ted p e and eas?ly understood sentences. If 
und~fstood, but if a radio listener' ~ntence~, It can be re-read until it is 
all tIme. illlsses t e meamng of a sentence it is lost for 

Good radio mat '1 b observing the foIl ,ena ~u~t e conversational. You can achieve thI'S by 
owmg pnnClples. 

• Use short si 1 • ~p e sentences, because that is how we speak. 

Use contractIOns to assist the c ' becomes don't. onversatIOnal style: I will becomes I'll; do not 

• Include an occasion 1 ' to him. a questIOn - that way the listener thinks you are speaking 

• Use where possible the second erson 
they. It sounds more natural if: ~~u rather than the third person he or 
spray programme now' rather th~~ ~; ou should be thinking about your 
spray programmes now'. armers should be thinking about their 

• Rep t' ea Important words and phrases. 

Here is an example using these ' , 
Australia's communications satellite~~~~~f;::. A newspaper article described 

The launch of Australia's com ' . 
is likely to be the most si ~.unlcatlons sateffite - Aussat - in July 1985 
Australia since the infant ~~~~a~ even~ in the development of rural 
crOSSing of the Blue Mountains i~ 1 ~~~.e ItS coastal shackles after the 
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Aussat, almost in a single shot, will catapult communications in the bush 
from the 19th to the 21 st centuries and defeat two enemies that have 
continued to plague the development of this country - isolation and 

distance. 

When written for radio, the item could sound like this: 

An Australian communications satellite called Aussat will be launched in 
July 1985. The launching is hailed as the most significant rural 
development since the Blue Mountains were crossed in 1813. The 
satellite will overcome the country's communication problems of 
isolation and distance. 

The radio story contains 42 words compared with 77 words in the 
newspaper article. A clearer message has been told by using short, simple 

sentences. 
In radio, try not to begin a sentence with the most important facts. Intro

duce your subject material with a few lead-up words to enable the listener to 
'tune in' before the important points are raised. For example, The field day will 
start at noon instead of Noon is the starting time of the field day. The identifica
tion of subjects such as job designation comes before the person's name rather 
than after it. For example, The Department of Primary Industries' sheep and wool 
adviser at Thargomindah, Mr John Farmer, warned today ...... instead of John 
Farmer, the Department of Primary Industries' sheep and wool adviser at Thar-

gomindah, warned today ..... . 

Find out from the station the duration required and then write your talk to 
fit the time. Scripts are normally read at about 110 to 120 words a minute. 
Popular talks are usually from two to four minutes, but they may be longer for 

special programmes. 

After writing your talk, read it out aloud to check for any tongue-twisters. 
Avoiding them could save you some embarrassment. Even experienced weather 
reporters have said shattered scours for scattered showers. 

Look for long phrases that can be shortened as in: in view of the fact that to 
because, and at this point in time to now. Your talk should sound conversational. 

The hardest part of writing a radio script is getting started. It is a good idea 
to jot down a few pointers before you start writing. These help you to clarify 
your thoughts and arrange your subject matter in a logical sequence. 

Hints on recording 

Use a single-track, reel-to-reel tape. At present, professionals still do not use 
cassettes, as most are not of sufficient quality for reproduction on radio. 
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Radio stations use a single-track ta e If h 
tape, make sure that only one track is re~o~d ~ou ~. to use a double-track 
new tape, or making sure the tape is eras d be f on. IS can be done by using a e e ore you start. 

The usual speed for recording is 19 crn/second (71/2 ins/sec.). 

Each machine has its own peculiarities s b " 
can get used to the one machine. ' a etter recordmg WIll result if you 

Sound level 

A constant sound level is important f 
the sound meter before recording ~r good ~ecording. Check voice levels on 
the maximum of the level meter Wh e soun d~hould be adjusted to peak into . 
sound meter at all times The m·' ~n recor mg, keep a close eye on the 
from the mouth so that ~ consta~~:~Punodnle Shl°,uld b~ h~ld 15 to 20 cm away 

eve IS mamtamed. 

Identify the tape 

Always put ~n identification at the beginning of the t 
you are talking to, and what the subject is. ape. Say who you are, who 

Recording in the open 

When recording in the open use a wi . 
avoid distortion. If a windso~k is t nds~ctlon the mIcrophone at all times to 
shirt to cover the mike and a . d n~ ~VaI. a e, use a handkerchief or even a 
your car in the shade and winvdoIu wthm ~01dse. If you can't use a windsock park 

p e wm ows. ' 

Other problems 

The lead connection to the micr h 
especially when it is loose. If thi~~s ~:e can oft.en make a rattling noise, 
reduce the strain on the connection. e case, wmd the lead around your hand to 

Telephone recording 

Most radio stations and departmen . 
tapes via the telephone Yo ts of ~gnculture have facilities for recording 
tap . u can use thIS facility quickl d' e recorder, for topical subJ'ects y, an WIthout access to a 

or a comment on a news item. 
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Check your coverage 

. d' n extension medium, it is worthwhile to 
If you are usmg press or r~ 1~ as a sation when you are on routine farm 
question a few producers unng conver 
visits. 

• Do they buy the local newspaper? 

• How closely do' they read it? 
. .? 

• Do they listen to the local radlO statlOn. 

• At what times? 

• Can they remember hearing a particular item? 

! 
( ~ \ 

~"' 

Listeners are often doing something else as the radio plays! 
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CHAPTER 5 

PRESENTATION SKILLS 

Introduction 

Extension workers are often called upon to speak in public. The ability to make 
presentations in public requires confidence. This comes from preparation and 
practice. Preparation will make you feel confident, and practice will consolidate 
your abilities and develop further confidence. You may be asked in advance to 
present a formal talk, or you could be called upon· to speak without warning. In 
the second case, you have to be a quick thinker as well as a good speaker. 
Previous experience and self confidence help you through the impromptu 
situation. 

Before putting ideas into words, the following questions should be answered. 

• Who is the audience? 

What do they want to know about? 

much do they already know on the topic? 

What is the purpose of my speech? 

• What is my message? 

If your audience is a group of urban people with an interest in rural affairs, 
you may have to explain some of the agricultural terms you use. They may desire 
only general knowledge and be interested in the unusual and novel. On the 
other hand, a rural audience would be familiar with agricultural terms and 
probably want practical information. If your audience is very knowledgeable 
you might have to meet beforehand with scientific experts to gather enough new 
material to keep them interested. 

The purpose of your talk could be one or more of the following: 

• to inform or instruct· , 

• to convince or persuade; 
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• to entertain or amuse; or 

• to generate action. 

If you want listeners to act on your advice, you should be prepared to state 
your message clearly and structure your talk so you can repeat your 
recommendations. 

If your advocated action is in any way complicated, such as constructing soil 
conservation works, you should have a handout which can be taken home for 

reference. 

Preparation 

After you have found the needs of your audience, you must research to gather 
points. Decide what facts to give and note each one on a small card. These 
small cards will not be obtrusive and distracting if you have to use them as notes 
during your talk. 

If you have a speech fully written, you will find it difficult to refer to your 
speech and keep eye contact with the audience. However, if you practice your 
speech several times, you will be able to read a whole line at a single glance. 

A spoken message differs from a written one. In the spoken word, senten
ces tend to be short and words simple whereas in writing, sentences are more 
involved and technical terms are more cornman because the reader can back-
track if necessary. 

Visual aids 

Every talk benefits from some form of visual aid. You could bring actual 
examples of what you are talking about and pass them round. This is often the 
simplest but most neglected form of visual aid. Slides, films and diagrams 
enliven any talk, but make sure you know where the power points are and that 
your equipment is in good working order. 

Good visual aids can act like a set of notes. They remind the speaker of 
where he is in the presentation and prompt him on detail as he explains his 
points. Good visual aids can make your speaking job easy. 
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F~r. this far~ walk presentation, the extension worker is using the real 
hing as a VIsual aid. He has also provided seating and shade fo h' 

d
. r ffi 

au lence. 

of your talk 

introduction 

The introduction should be short. F allowing are some examples of approaches. 

• ~~~~~~:~~i~~u:~~c~~~l~~;~:~~~s~ords: 'Feeding the dairy cow is the key to 

• Tell a human int t . eres story, pamt a word picture or ask a question. 

• Say something that will arouse tt t' . " 
is particularly informative" 'D a e~lOn, ehxcite cunos~ty, capture interest, or 
da ?' or 'D . o. you now ow many bItes a cow takes in a 
pr;duCed?'o you know that 7 kilos of soil is lost for every loaf of bread 

• Tell a funn tid . Y s ory re ate to the subject or issue a challenge. 

• Build your talk around some colourful key words. 

• Stress th . f 'E e Importan.ce a the subject to the well-being of the audience' 
veryone here torught will be vitally concerned with the future of " 

• Use . . ..... . 
an appropnate quotation or some noteworthy idea. 

• Stress 'common gr d' " oun ,especIally If some of the listeners may be hostile. 
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• Deliver greetings or a personal message. 

• Never apologise! 

The body 

This is where you develop your points to provide your main argument. You may 
need to clearly define or explain or even demonstrate how something is done. 
You will have to bring your ideas to life and make them interesting by using 
examples, illustrations, statistics and data, and statements of authority. Visual 
aids are an extremely valuable tool to help present any of these and to focus 
attention on particular points. 

The conclusion 

A conclusion, like an introduction, should be brief. Some suggested conclusions 
are as follows. 

• Summarise the main points made in the body of the speech. 

• Deliver a suitable quotation. 

• Make the finish the climax. 

• Compliment the audience. 

• Describe a dramatic moment in history, science or business. 

• Relate a brief biographical or autobiographical history or event. 

• Urge some form of action or the adoption of some viewpoint. 

• Relate an anecdote or relevant witticism. 

Organising content 

The general rule is to go from the general to the particular. Make a general 
point: 'Quality of beef cattle pastures in winter is generally poor'. Then go to 
the particular: 'Spear grass starts to become rank in March and animals start to 
lose weight in July'. The danger in this approach is in a listener disagreeing with 
a generalisation at the beginning of a speech and thereafter being lost to the 
speaker. 

If you prefer to argue from the specific to the general, you can set out some 
striking examples and draw general conclusions from them. People will often be 
interested initially in examples more so than general statements. The disad
vantage of going from the particular to the general is that you can initially 
confuse your audience about what your line of argument is. 
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Whether you go from the general to the particular or vice versa could be 
critical. Therefore make a conscious choice on this when structuring your talk. 
Go from the known to the u~own. Explain a point in terms of what people 
already know and show how thIS relates to new information. People are more 
able to follow material presented this way. 

If you keep your notes brie! and ~se visual aids, you will keep your 
audIence mterested. 

H~mour. is difficult to use, so be careful. It demands special attention to clear 
artlC~l~t1on so that not a word is missed. If your talk starts with a joke make 
sure It IS very brief. Any humour should be directly related to the sUbiect. 

Public humour leaves no room for sarcasm or contempt. 

use of language 

h 1 Vocabulary. It is a great help for a speaker to have a large vocabulary It e ps to express . . . 
memo bl h mearung WIth greater clarity or to produce more readily a vivid 
thinki ra : p rase. Words are tools. You can improve your word power by , 
word ng 0 . synonyms for words that you use. Also make a note of any unusual 

s you llltend to use, but check their exact meanings. 

for tt ~rgon. Technical, complicated or unusual words should not be used just 
short ex own sake. The best language is simple language. Short, direct words in 

, ear sentences are the basis of forceful public speaking. 
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Diction. Diction is the way you say words. This refers to whether your 
words are clipped or drawled, slovenly or precisely spoken, in pleasing 
rhythmical and inflectional patterns, or harshly or breathlessly spoken. 

Enunciation. Enunciation is the articulation, pronunciation and clarity of 
utterance of particular words and sounds. You should aim to develop your 
speech and pronunciation in accordance with the accepted practice of the 
people with whom you wish to be identified and whose actions you most value. 
Use the dictionary where necessary. Listen carefully to how others speak. 

Vogue words. Do not get carried away with vogue words which come into 
fashion and are used ad nauseam. 'At this point in time', 'current crisis 
situation', and the suffix 'wise' are just a few. 

Cliches. Try to avoid cliches which are so hoary with age that they have lost 
all appeal. Similes, metaphors and descriptive phrases are the life-blood of good 
speeches but they lose their effectiveness with over-use. Why do we always 
'explore every avenue' and 'leave no stone unturned'? 'Far be it from me' to 
'work like a slave' while the government, 'in its wisdom', declares that, 'by and 
large', it has the situation 'well in hand'. 

Simplicity. Do not think that for public speaking the language needs to be 
dressed up. Some speeches have been remembered for generations because the 
simplicity of the words and the clarity of expression kept the meaning and pur
pose of the speech alive. 

Practicing and polishing 

Practice your speech delivery to an imaginary audience or with a tape recorder. 

You will find that it takes more time to read and deliver your speech than 
to read your notes, so practice will give you an idea of timing. Don't be shy 
about practicing; most of the great speech-makers in history such as Winston 
Churchill rehearsed their important public speeches and were a little nervous 
before they delivered their addresses. 

As you rehearse, see if you can add more sparkle by: 

• repeating key words or phrases; 

• mixing long and short sentences and stringing together several short snappy 
sentences; 

• using synonyms to avoid repetition; 

• replacing a statement with a question; and 

• using figures of speech or alliteration. 
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The audience wants to be entertained, and is on your side Usuall h '11 '. . . y your speec 
WI be on some techmca1 explanatIOn In which the audience will be' t t d 

d ' h ' In eres e 
~n you, won t , ave to ns~ to great heights of oratory, If you have picked an 
InterestIng tOPIC, related It to the audience and have a few vI'sual a'd f 

d h 'II ' " 1 s, a ew urns 
an a s WI not be notIced, Don t worry about a few pauses in you d I' 

h 'l " r e Ivery 
w 1 e you turn to your vIsual aids or consult your notes What l'k '. ' seems 1 e 
etermty when you are In front of the audience seems only a moment to them. 

Writing on a whiteboard or flip chart to emphasise points is a simple 
effective technique, ' 

YO~~;:~tttOenSPt,eaktregUlarly ~t your service club or elsewhere, you may wish to 
IOn 0 your VOIce, 

Voice differences. Voic d'ff . 
voice is shaped b ,es 1 er greatly, because people dIffer greatly Your 
energy level att' r ~ composIte of factors, including your size, temperamen~ 
Your voice i~ a :e~ e~: stat~ of health, exp~rien~es, background and education, 
ings about yourself ec IOn

l
? your personalIty. I~ IS also an indication of your feel

barometer reveali~gy~ur Istenehrs and your subject matter, Voice is a sensitive 
, ar more t an you sometimes might wish it did. 

Voice individuality 0 h' 
voice imitate . ,ne t I~g you should never do is to try to make your 
your own to it~o~eone els~ s. V. OIces are wholly individual. You should use 

st potentIal, WIthout strain, This does not mean, however, that 
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your voice might not need to be changed in some regards. Consider the follow
ing problems, which are all manageable. 

Volume. Some people habitually speak too loudly, perhaps because they 
have lived an outdoors life, have felt a need to be unduly assertive, or simply 
have an exuberant personality. They need to practice restraint and make special 
efforts to speak more quietly. Others may speak so softly that they can scarcely 
be heard and will need encouragement to 'speak up' audibly. 

Pitch. A high pitch suggests youthfulness, or femininity, or perhaps 
excitability or emotionalism. More significantly, when the pitch remains on a 
single level, the voice sounds emotionless and monotonous. The best advice is 
to make a conscious effort to be conversational and communicative. 

Rate. The best average rate for most people is between 125 and 160 words 
a minute. 

The last few minutes before your presentation 

How you use the time immediately before you speak could be critical for success. 

Don't worry about being nervous: nervousness will heighten your perfor
mance. Some people gain confidence by imagining themselves finishing a 
successful presentation. 

Spend the last few minutes making sure your notes are in order and can be 
referred to easily. Visual aids should be within easy reach and ready to be 
shown at a moment's notice. 

If you have charts or slides, practice showing them. Make sure you know 
the location of power points and the on-off switches on electronic equipment. If 
you intend to use felt pens, make sure you can get the tops off and that they 
write. 

Mentally rehearse the first minute or so of your presentation. If you get off 
to a good start, the rest will come easily. 

U sing visual aids 

The range of visual aids available gives great scope for imaginative 
presentations. Selecting the visual aid to clearly illustrate a point and presenting 
it by the most striking method gives life and meaning to your message. 

The range of visual aids includes: 

• real or live objects 

l/1li models 

l/1li photographs 

l/1li chalkboards and whiteboards 

l/1li paper pads 

l/1li flannel board 

magnet boards 

l/1li charts and graphs 

motion pictures 

l/1li videos 

l/1li slides 

filmstrips 

overhead projections 
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Keep your aids simple. 

disc ~~ny ~f these methods demand good preparation. If you are a patient and 
rIIru~~tlllg photographer, you will gradually accumulate slides to illustrate 

many su Jects. Test graphs or charts on others beforehand to make sure th . 
~~~~~~ ~ 

When using visual aids: 

check your visuals for clarity from where the back of the audience will be' 
l/1li keep visual 'd . I ' 

at s SImp e so the equipment is not a distraction' , 
check slides in advance to make sure they are loaded the right way up; 

face the audience, not the visual aid' , 

never apologise for a poor visual - if it doesn't suit, don't use it; and 
• don't . 1 . . 

use Vlsua s whIch fIsk annoying or offending any of your audience. 

Graphs and charts should b 
should be bold . h . e easy to read from the back of the audience. They 

,WIt a SImple message. 
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Avoid showing tables of figures. Decide on your main message and then be 
ruthless in eliminating extraneous material. Round off the figures to show them 
in visual form. Pie charts, graphs and bar graphs convey their message clearly 
and unambiguously to most audiences. 

$4 

<II $3 
(.) ... 
a. $2 

$1 

20 40 60 80 100 

Quantity 

Figure 5.1. Response of supply to price 

1983 1984 1985 

C=::J Winter 

k<::::::::::::l Summer 

Figure 5.2. A bar graph showing variations in summer and winter production 
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t
. b ~3d' A pie chart giving gross value of rural production, showing the proportional contribu' 
lOn y ill ustry groups -

AREA 
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(HECTARES) 
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<i> Each symbol represents 
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n ~OOO. farmers co-operating 
In soil conservation schemes. 

Total area treated with 
contour. banks, contour grass strips 
and 5 triP cropping. 

Total area treated with 
contoUJ: banks. 
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SA. A detailed chart pr db' .. epare y an artIst will Impress your audience. 
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Further reading 

J d A. (1985) Visual Impact Using the Overhead Projector, Qu~ensland 
o~:artment of Primary Industries Training Series QE85011, Bnsbane. 

Mitchell, H. and Corby, Lynda (1~84), . Teaching Techniques, in Blackburn, D. J. 
(ed.), Extension Handbook, Umverslty of Guelph, Guelph. 
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CHAPTER 6 

.JI....IL./JIL • .JILJ DAYS, FARM WALKS AND DISPLAYS 

Well planned and conducted field days or farm walks are effective forms of 
education. Producers can readily learn in these situations because they involve. 
all five senses. Farmers can see and discuss practices in an informal atmosphere 
and even operate equipment or handle the plants and animals under discussion. 

the field setting, clients can debate the merits of any practices shown 
with both experts and friends. Real learning is self initiated, and the personal 
involvement is ideal for inspiring people to acquire new knowledge and 
attitudes. They thus leave with more confidence in any knowledge gained and 
are more likely to put it into practice. 

Our farm audience is becoming increasingly sophisticated, and this puts the 
onus on us to organise a smooth-running, entertaining function with the stamp 
of professionalism. 

or field day: what's the difference? 

days are usually large gatherings where a general invitation has been sent 
out. They are often held on research stations or trial sites, usually involve guest 

and may be opened by political figures. 

walks, held on properties, are often organised by a farmer discussion 
or local producer organisation. Attendance is restricted, and producers 

know each other well before the day. 

Farm walks differ from large field days in their depth of personal interac
Because farm walks involve small groups of producers, each person is able 

to ask questions on what is seen and discuss it in relation to their own properties. 

The friendly group atmosphere of the farm walk is in contrast to the large, 
. impersonal field day. The large field day can arouse attention, but is less 

lIkely to lead to direct adoption than the farm walk. This is because the large 
numbers involved in a field day sometimes prevent thorough discussion and 
understanding. It is also difficult to present a range of topics relevant to all 
members of the audience . 

. To ~vercome these problems, the organisers of the Toorak Research 
StatIo~ fIeld day, where attendance can be over 200, follow it up with smaller 
gathenngs at surrounding country centres. 
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Commercially organised activities, designed to advertise and sell farm 
equipment, are often called field days. Participation by extension organisations 
is usually limited to displays. 

Subject matter 

The usual subjects for fi~ld days and farm walks include: 

• the effects of improved crop or animal husbandry; 

• new equipment; 

• opportunities for property development; and 

• the benefits of applying existing district recommendations. 

Field days on research stations have a valuable public relations component, 
and give an account to industry representatives on how their funds are spent. 

If a subject is of extreme interest but concerns only a few producers, it 
would be best to aim at a small audience and hold an informal farm walk. 

Organisation of subject matter 

To achieve rapport with the audience, you must understand them and make sure 
that subjects are relevant to their needs. If a subject is completely new to them, 
you can create awareness, but have little chance of getting adoption. However, 
if you are showing improved practices as implemented by a successful producer, 
district producers will have passed the awareness stage and so you should expect 
some to go into the trial and adoption stage. 

If one subject can be readily adapted to district properties, then it would be 
best to devote most of the time to discussing it. 

Several different aspects of the one topic could be discussed. Approaching 
a subject from different angles helps the audience absorb the message without 
making it seem too repetitious. A common field day fault is attempting to cover 
too many topics. 

If you expect to get some adoption of the practices shown, a complete 
explanation should be given. This should include the benefits, pitfalls and costs. 
Also, most importantly, a printed handout of the salient facts should be 
distributed. 
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A farmer, o~ the far left, explains how he grew the crop. Testimony 
from a practIcal person can be far more convincing to farmers than a 

talk by an extension worker. 

planning a field day, consider the following points. 

• The field day site. 

;:oduc~rs hav~ m~re trust in results gained by other farmers than those of 
f se~rc orga,rnsatlOns. Th~ assurance that another practical person has 
oun a practIce useful carnes more conviction than the testimony of a 

research worker describing trial results. 

;;e:~gh r~earch station~ are often convenient for large field days, the small 
con ucted on a pnvate property can be more effective. 

• Plan well ahead. 

Select a date that: 

- doesn't clash with other district events' , 
- gives enough time for planning; and 

- suits the subject that you want to show. 

Prepare a timetable d t 1 . 
to it on th d an rave over the SIte to make sure that you can stick e ay. 

• Arrange for c k' ar par mg and parking attendants if necessary. 
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• Arrange an alternative wet weather meeting point, and publicise the 
arrangement just before the field day, if it seems necessary. 

• Prepare field day charts well in advance. 

• Draw up a schedule of releases for the press, radio and TV. 

• Points to be publicised: 

- what is to be shown 

- why it is important to clients and the community 

- when and where the field day is to be held 

- meal arrangements. 

Send individual circulars, together with route maps, to interested people 
and organisational representatives you especially want to invite. 

• Your audience's comfort: 

- Arrange for seating, and make sure that it is in well-shaded areas. 

- Don't face the audience into the sun. 

- If it's a long programme, you will need toilets. 

- Arrange transport on the farm if necessary. 

- Mow paths to allow walking through long grass. 

If possible, emphasise practical demonstrations rather than talks. 
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You could hire a local hall for the morning so that most of the talking can 
be done out of the sun. Producers can be comfortably seated and will be more 
receptive. Practical demonstrations and field tours can be arranged for the after
noon. 

public address system 

up and test the public address system early. If possible, have the public 
address system under continuous supervision by a responsible person. 

If the speakers wish to refer to charts or walk around and point out objects, 
a chest or lapel microphone helps them to do this without turning their mouths 
from the microphone. 

windsock over the microphone will prevent distortions and noise in 
windy weather. If you do not have one, a handkerchief spread loosely over the 
microphone is better than nothing. 

Avoid echoes by not facing the speakers toward a distant walL Avoid 
'feedback' by placing the loud-speakers in front of the microphone. 

The public address volume should be loud enough to discourage or drown 
conversation, but not be offensive. 

master of ceremonies 

days are f~r showing, not talking. There should be a maximum of exhibits 
demonstratl.ons, and a minimum of talk. Speakers should have 

well-prepared, SImple charts, graphs and specimens to show the audience. 

People have a very limited attention span when listening to a talk unsup
by other methods. Research shows that most of what we learn comes 

our eyes, and that our ability to learn from talks alone is limited. 

rough guide to how long talks should be: 

• speaking alone - five to 10 minutes 

speaking with aids and equipment - 10 to 20 minutes 

speaking with aids and equipment and demonstrations - 15 to 45 minutes 

During the discussion period, repeat the questions clearly to allow the 
.--'--~~,.~~ ..... to h~ar them. If necessary, you can promote discussion by posing ques

to promment producers. 

speakers. Restrict the number of guest speakers from outside the 
to one, ?S :vhat they have to say is often not relevant to the local scene. 

t th aS~OCIatIOns often invite well-known industry figures to lend prestige 
o e occasIOn, and to act as a drawcard. However, the 'big-name' speaker with 
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an overview of the whole industry can usually speak only generally on local 
conditions. 

The most convincing speakers are usually respected local producers. 

Cooperators. Organise your farmer cooperators' part in the field day 
beforehand, because you need their clear testimony. Get agreement with them 
on what they will say, and what you will say. 

If they are novice speakers, a thorough discussion of what they will say will 
make them feel more cbnfident. With a comparatively inarticulate person, an 
interview technique can be very effective. The producer does not have to 
remember a whole series of points, as each question prompts him on to the next 
point to be covered. 

Use farmer testimony on costs, benefits, values, problems, methods and 
management whenever possible. 

Research workers. A field day or farm walk is a communication exercise, 
and those most technically qualified to speak are not necessarily the best com
municators. Research workers sometimes find field day talks difficult because 
they may have little contact with producers, and thus find problems in making 
their material relevant. Field day organisers can overcome these problems by 
briefing the speakers thoroughly, or by presenting some of the material 
themselves and having the research worker help answer questions. 

Master of ceremonies. Be your own master of ceremonies once the chair
man has handed over. Often an industry leader or local government official is 
invited to chair. But unless they are very experienced or well briefed on the 
aims and scheduling of the function, they are usually not of any assistance after 
the opening remarks. You are the one who has the message to get over and 
have planned accordingly. Therefore you are the one to control the event. 

Be polite but firm about timing. Keep the programme running to schedule. 

Make graphs and charts large enough to be easily read. 
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Don't let speakers get into pointless arguments with members of the 
LLueJL,,",U 0,",'-", an. a~dience member's claims are too outrageous, then the rest will 

questIOn hIS oplIDons later. 

charts a,nd graphs ~il~ple, with the printing ~arge enough to be read easily, 
When prep~nng charts, It IS best to stand at the dIstance you estimate the 

wIll be from the speaker, and make sure you can read the print 
yourself. 

When explaining the results of a trial on a chart, it is not necessary to 
all the treatments with the exact figures. Show the most significant treat

ments and round off the figures. 

. When speaking about a chart, use a pointer to avoid obscuring the chart 
WIth your body. 

tried these techniques? 

areas and small groups 

way o~ making a large field day more personal and allowing more 
IS to break !he crowd into small groups. Each group starts at a 

. speake~ or dIsplay, and moves among the demonstrations. This 

d IS sometImes used at research station field days and has the following 
a vantages. ' 

speaker or demonstrator can be close to each member of the audience. 

is minimum need for public address systems because groups are smalL 

People feel free to ask questions in small groups. 

ess:at~hlspeadkekr give~ his talk several times during the day, he cuts it to the 
n la s an eeps It short. 

re speak~rs can s~ightly modify their presentation according to the 
sponse t ey 10btam from the first audience. Thus the later talks can be 

more re evant and clearly explained. 

discussion 

discussion period with . 
rural gatherings Th' qu~stlOns put to a panel of speakers, is often used at 

. IS can stIr up healthy controversy between panel members. 
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After all, in the complex system of agriculture it is hardly credible that everyone 
has the same experiences and opinions. However, the.re .should be no sharp 
disagreement on important. issues or sir-r:ple facts. Bnefmg of the speakers 
beforehand avoids these nusunderstandmgs. 

Creating informality 

A field day can be run on a discussion basis with a good compere. The con:pere 
introduces each of the 'specialist speakers at the scheduled tlme and asks hIm a 
few questions on his subject to begin t~e discussion. Usually the farmers soon 
join in by adding comments and questIOns. 

Poster displays can provide stimulus for conversation over lunch. 

Evaluation 

Accurate evaluation of field days is difficult but some evaluation, no matter how 
rough, will enable you to do a better job next time. 

A simple and effective method is to have a person, who ~oes no~ appear to 
be closely associated with the day, ask several producers a senes of SImple but 
searching questions. For example: 

• 'Did you enjoy the day?' 

• 'Why?' 

• 'What interested you most?' 
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• 'What did you see here that you can apply on your own property?' 

• 'Do you intend to apply anything you have seen today?' 

It might be worthwhile to hand out short evaluation sheets and pencils at 
end and ask producers to fill them in before they leave. This makes it pos

sible to get a relatively large number of brief responses. 

A more lengthy survey form is often handed out at the end of large field 
days to be filled out later and posted back. These forms ask for comments on 
physical arrangements such as seating, shade and acoustics, as well as the 
relevance of the material presented. The disadvantage here is that only a low 
percentage is returned. 

if 

Transport on the farm can save time. 

photographs for later pUblicity. These photographs should be taken from 
correct angle, and not show the backs of the audience with the speaker in the 

the press is not represented, prepare press and radio reports. Most good 
day talks can be adapted to make newspaper items. 

preliminary planning of new farm demonstrations for future field days 
need is indicated. ' 

Plan to continue publicising the practices shown at the field day, to remind 
slow to act. 

Plan a repeat field day next season, if appropriate to the subject. 
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A check-list for successful field days 

Before 

• Make sure you have a convincing story of practical value to the local 
community. 

• Have enough mate,rial but not too much. 

• Select a date that doesn't clash with other district events, that gives enough 
time for planning, and that suits the field day subject best. Avoid busy 
periods in the district as far as possible. 

• Arrange public risk insurance. 

• Organise your farmer cooperators' part in the field day clearly. You need 
their clear testimony. Get agreement with them on what you will say and 
what they will say. 

• Prepare a timetable, test it with a 'dry run', and stick to it. 

• Select your stopping points, with the first one within sight of the car park. 

• Have the audience looking down on the speaker if possible. 

• Provide seats in the shade and toilets, if necessary. 

• Don't face the audience into the sun. 

• Plan and arrange visual aids, field day signs, charts, graphs, photographs, 
exhibits, demonstrations, handouts and the public address system. 

• Print route maps, farm plans and the programme. 

• Publicise through the press, radio and TV: 

- what is to be shown; 

- why it is important to farmers, their wives and the community; 

- where and when the field day is to be held; and 

- meal arrangements. 

• Mail individual circulars of field day programmes to people and 
organisational representatives you especially want to invite. 

• Arrange transport on the farm if necessary. 

• Arrange for car parking and parking attendants if necessary. 

• Arrange an alternative wet weather meeting point, and publicise the 
arrangement just before the field day, if thought necessary. 
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During 

• Be your own master of ceremonies once the chairman has handed ove Y 
know what you want to show. r. ou 

• yse a good p,ublic address ~~stem with a chest or lapel microphone and have 
It under contmuous supervlSlon by a responsible person. 

• See that all speakers are shown the operation of the microphone before the 
day. 

• Introduce speakers and any special visitors with a sincere build-up. 

• Outline the programme. 

• Use visual aids such as: 

- charts; 

- graphs; 

- photographs; 

- specimens; 

- exhibits; and 

- practical demonstrations. 

• Keep the public address volume at a sufficient level to discourage or drown 
conversatIOn. 

• Have someone at the back of audience to check on volume and distortion. 

• Take photographs for later pUblicity. 

• Keep talks short. 

• Repeat questions asked during the discussion period. 

Be polite and firm. 

• See that 'take-away' literature is distributed to all visitors. 

After 

• Thank all those who have assisted. 

• Prepare reports for press and radio, if not represented. 

• Do a post-mortem on the organisation of the day. 

• Seek some farmer opinion on omissions or possible improvements. 

• ?o preliminary planning of new farm demonstrations, if the need is 
mdlcated, for future field days. 
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• Continue publicising the practices shown at the field day, to remind the slow 
to act. 

• Plan for a repeat field day next season, if appropriate to the subject. 

Displays should be eye-catching, with a simple theme. 

Displays at commercial shows 

To compete effectively with other displays at a co~ercial acti~ity or . 
agricultural show, your exhibit has to be eye-catchmg and attentlOn-ge~tmg. . 
You may need to consult an artist and experiment with colour and desIgn .. LlVe 
objects, colour, movement and light can be used to attract and hold attentlOn. 

The ideal display has a central idea which stands out. Your message should 
be clear at once through reading a few words and glancing at a few pictures or 
objects. 

r 
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This display of nutrient deficiencies has taken time and effort to 
prepare but it generates worthwhile interest. 

Further reading 

Mitchell, H. an~ Corby, Lynda (1984), Teaching Techniques, in Blackburn, D. J. 
(ed.), Extenszon Handbook, University of Guelph, Guelph. 

Wissemann, A. F., Van Beek, P. G. H. and Porter, R. (1985),An Evaluation of 
the Redlands Open Day (1985), Queensland Department of Primary 
Industries Project Report Q085030, Brisbane. 
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CHAPfER7 

GROUP WORK IN EXTENSION 

Advantages of working with groups 

Group work can complement face-to-face contact and mass media in the 
extension programme. Meeting with groups can widen your range of contacts as 
well as allow you to deal with subjects in depth, giving a degree of detail not 
possible using other methods. The questions and discussion which occur in 
groups help all participants develop a deeper understanding of the subject and 
reveal aspects of it which might otherwise be neglected. 

The benefits of using group methods are outlined below. 

• Time is saved on farm visits; you can see many people in a short time. 

• You can rapidly gain knowledge of district problems. 

• The rural community is more likely to change as a group rather than as 
isolated individuals. 

• You can rapidly identify community attitudes and opinions. 

• Group work is especially necessary when community cooperation is 
required, such as in soil conservation projects. 

• Group meetings are useful for presenting involved and complex information 
that is difficult to present by other methods. 

• Members can gain from pooled experience. 

• As you become identified with the group and the community, your credibility 
is enhanced. 

A balance of extension methods 

In practice, group work does not replace farm visits or the use of mass media, it 
is complementary to them. 

Not all areas lend themselves to the formation of groups, and not all 
producers are 'joiners' who will readily participate in group activities. 
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. kers use mass media reports of discussion group . 
. ~?mef eXtthenesI.Inf°no:~tion of non-participants, and to give the group meetmgs 

actIVItIes or 
a sense of importance to members. 

U sing existing groups 

In most distlrictds'Dth~remara:;Ssh~;g~:~:~~~~ a:n~~~~~~~~~~~~~~i~~~~~e~~,Ch as 
the Queens an aIry . 
Association, and Rural Youth and serVIce clubs. 

or anisations can be useful. You can arrange to attend a regula:: 
~l these re;ent a short illustrated talk on a topical i~sue afte.r re~lar bUSI-

meetmg and p . I can ask the leaders to call a specIal meetmg If the need 
ness. AlternatIve y, you 
is urgent. . 

. f have no immediate need to present information, attendI~g t~e 
~ven 1. you meetin can help you meet a large number of dIstr~ct 

occaSIOnal ~ndustry gr.ouP. ~ttendin meetings you can quickly ascertam 
producers m a short tIm~: andfbY . d g This allows the broadcasting and 
details of seasonal condItIOns or a WI e area. . 
publication of well-based and timely i~ormation. In thIS way, groups can 
provide information for the mass medIa programme. . 

Th a' or concern of existing groups is often indust~ politics. A specIal 
e mll

J has to be set up to allow discussions of farmmg systems. 
group usua y 

Setting up a discussion group 

. d h re information and understand technology, a 
~here .there IS a nee b

to 
sal a able Leadership and initiative from the extension 

dISCUSSIOn group can e v u . . 
officer in forming the group WIll be welcome. 

If you are thinking of setting up a group, you might ask yourself a few key 

questions. . 
• Do you think you have a chance of achieving anything or are you Just 

reworking old ground? 

• Will you raise expectations which cannot be fulfilled? 

• Do you have the time to properly service the group? 

You'll get best results with a group of producers who already have some-

h· . mmon even though they may never meet together. t mgmco , 
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Generally, discussion groups are more lasting and successful where: 

• members are all in the one rural industry; 

• there are no great status differences between members; 

• members belong to a single geographic area, such as a small valley; 

• members know each other well; 

• the programme is varied from night meetings to day trips to field days; 

• the group contains several people who are widely known and participate well 
in community affairs; 

• the discussion group has a record of enjoyable events and successful 
activities; and 

• members see continuing purpose or benefit.-

In modern farming, interest in technology often binds people more closely 
than location or acquaintance. Clubs have sprung up based on maximising tech
nical efficiency, such as the lOO-cow milking herd club and the 5 tonne per hec
tare sorghum club. These groups are highly motivated to become more 
technically efficient. They provide extension staff with a vehicle for extension 
and a means of becoming more technically competent themselves as they learn 
from top farmers. 

Producers can be encouraged to form groups in outlying districts to 
facilitate extension contact. If enquiries show that people in the community feel 
they could benefit from a discussion group, you could ask an influential member 
of the community to call a meeting. 

The formal leader of one of the producer organisations can be used to call a 
formation meeting. However, there are some occasions where the formal 
organisational head expects to dominate proceedings. This is a problem if he 
promotes his interest in industry politics at- the expense of the interests of other 
members. 

A method used in Victoria is for the adviser to ask one interested producer 
to ask two friends to a meeting, and these two friends in turn bring two others. 
Thus a small group is formed based on friendship and common farming inter
ests. The group can be enlarged by asking people to bring their neighbours. In 
the Bundaberg area of coastal southern Queensland, representatives of estab
lished discussion groups have helped set up groups in other areas. 
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. 1 group activities. Visits to properties are popu ar 

The purpose of the group 
to discuss single issues of a short-term nature and 

Sometimes groups are forlme~ 1 ed or the situation changes, for example, 
disbanded when the prob em ~s so ~t feeding are short term issues. 
crop nutritional problems or roug . . 

s have been formed to dISCUSS mm-
In Central Qu.eensland, short-~~~i~~o:~ew tillage system were ~n~oura~ed 

imum tillage practIces. Farmers WIt' gs were held at strategIc tImes III 
. . hb rs and severa mee m d . to contact theIr nelg ou f' . h d the group had serve ItS pur-

th crop cycle was 1111S e , 
the crop cycle. Once e. . 11 ed the extension workers to move on 

. b d d ThIS techmque a ow 
~~~ef~~! ~:ve~:l ~e~ discussion groupS the next season. . 

d to discuss a whole range of issues affectmg a 
The group method can be use larly for several years. This tech-

. S ch groups can meet regu 1 dEl productIOn system. u .' discussion groups in Queens an. va ~a-
nique has been used by daIry mdusdtry bstantially raised their farm productIOn 
tion has shown that frequent atten ers su 
and efficiency. 

The programme 
. . 'f' f lfills the members' needs. Group members 

A group will contmue to eXIst.l It 1 u . f l' n from participation, as well as 
may expect social and recreatIOna satls ac 10 

farming knowledge. 
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One group in the Bundaberg area, which has continued for several years 
with a high degree of participation, relied on a programme of varied content 
which catered for both men and women. Talks on hobbies and home interests 
such as orchid growing were presented. In addition, the style of meeting was 
varied from night meetings to field trips. One day was organised to allow 
families to inspect improved pastures, and also to give the men welding tuition. 

There are many common forms of function. 

• Field days, farm walks or property tours, with the emphasis on question 
periods and member participation. 

• Indoor meetings with a guest speaker on a pre-arranged topic. Plenty of 
time is allowed for questions and discussion. Questions can be more 
searching if there is a small group discussion before question time. 

• Panel discussion where a few well-informed people discuss a topic in front of 
the group for 45 minutes. At the end of this period, the audience has small 
group discussions and then questions the panel from these subgroups. 

• Tours outside the district to see developments in different industries and 
climates. 

• Research station tours. 

• Demonstration trial inspection, together with discussion. 

• Film evenings followed by discussion. 

• Discussion and problem-solving meetings. These are organised by the 
extension worker, who structures the discussion to bring out important 
points, and synthesise members' own knowledge to help solve their problems. 

Guest speakers 

Experts from outside the district can act as a draw-card. However, they need to 
be well briefed about local issues to enable them to prepare relevant and timely 
information. This avoids the problem of a guest speaker spending valuable time 
on telling people what they already know and speaking about local concerns in 
vague generalities. 

The visit of a guest speaker from outside the district can be turned into 
good publicity. Statements from a visiting expert are a good basis for newspaper 
articles. 
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The meeting 

How often to meet 

Most long-term discussion groups are happy to meet once a month. Some have 
an annual dinner. Others miss a few meetings during busy harvest periods, or 
during cold winters. 

Where to meet 

A local hall or school is often chosen as a meeting spot. If numbers are small, a 
private home is suitable. If the weather is warm, a well-lit machinery shed is 
ideal. Members may wish to change the venue from time to time. Experimental 
plots or demonstration farms are good sites for meetings. 

The general setting of the meeting can influence the social atmosphere 
which develops. A few people meeting in a large drafty hall will feel far less 
relaxed and congenial as the same group talking around a kitchen table. 

You may not be able to do much about the meeting place but you may be 
able to arrange the furniture within the setting. For example, for most discus
sions, chairs placed in a small circle are the best. This allows all participants to 
face each other when speaking and the discussion leader is not obviously up 
front. Tables in front of the chairs often create a sense of formality which can 
destroy rapport. 

Time 

Start and finish at appointed times if possible. Night meetings should not finish 
too late, as producers may have families waiting up for them at home, or have to 
start work early next morning. Nothing kills attendance as quickly as meetings 
which drag on too long. 

Group size 

If you have 30 people or less, you can run a discussion. It can be useful to thrash 
out ideas and get the feeling of the total group. For this style, people should feel 
comfortable working with each other. It can have the disadvantages of 
becoming sidetracked and being dominated by a few. As the size of the group 
increases, participation by and the feeling of responsibility of the members 
decreases. 

A large group discussion runs best with a minimum of formality. Those 
speaking should be encouraged to speak loudly. The leader should summarise 
at the end. 
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. If you want to break the grou into 
ChaIrs arranged in several horsesh~es ~mall group~, you can start with the 
end of the horseshoe can come in and clo::~~~:f:::'IC has been set, those on the 

Seating 

The right seating arrangements are n 
they. s~ould allow the leader eye cont~~~:Jt~O ~~t a good social climate. Ideally 
partIc~pants to converse with each othe P ~. present and make it easy for the 
move ~nto d~scussion groups if necessa r. b artIc~pants should be able to easily 
matenal WhICh forms part of the dat cry'd?t stIl~ be able to see any display 

a lor ISCUSslOn. 
Possible arrangements Th h 

leader-participant contact a~d gOe d orseshoe arrangement allows both good 
o contact among participants (Figure 7.1). 
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Figure 7.1. Horseshoe arrangement and patt f .. 
ern 0 commurucatlOn. 

The circle (Figure 7.2) is excellent f 
allow the participants to see easily any °t

r 
w?olle gr?up discussion, but does not 

rna ena. on dIsplay. 
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Figure 7.2. The circle arrangement and patt f .. 
ern 0 commurucahon. 
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k 't , f r all resent to see the leader but ma e 1 
Rows (Figure 7,~) make 1~~:~S ~ften rhe only possible seating arrangement 

difficult for them to mteract. 
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Developing participation 

There are numerous techniques for developing member involvement which give 
participants a sense of group ownership and a stake in the positive outcome of 
its activities. A common way is to use data supplied by them as an initial point in 
discussion. 

Economists may feed back figures gained from a district survey and ask 
members to come to the subsequent meetings with their own financial data so 
that comparisons can be made with district averages. Discussion between mem
bers to compare their own figures to the average or to each other's figures can 
be highly stimulating and help heighten their understanding of farm manage
ment. This technique can be used for physical data such as crop inputs, or finan
cial data to calculate crop gross margins or farm machinery costs, 

Data generated from the accumulated experience of the group is recorded 
on a board by the leader in a logical way to show any patterns which point to 
solutions to problems or guides to action. If key information is lacking, guest 
speakers can be invited, 

Groups can be involved in the siting and design of trials, In the north 
Queensland poultry industry, group discussions are used to define problems and 
the group then decides on which member's farm a trial will be conducted, The 
group visits to inspect the progress of the trial. If the trial is successful, group 
members already have a knowledge of the technology and a feeling of ownership 
of the results, and are thus willing to make changes on their own properties, 

Technical background 

It is difficult to remain in the role of a pure facilitator of the discussion process, 
or as a pure educator with little technical or local knowledge, 

Successful operators attempt to visit most of the members' properties at 
least once and have a good knowledge of local farming conditions. Doing this 
helps show that you are interested in the area and the people, and helps build 
your credibility, 

These farm visits allow thorough discussion of particular pr9blems or farm 
developments, In the group situation, often only a general discussion is possible, 

Discussion leadership 

One technique of beginning discussion is for the leader to ask questions of the 
group, A good question should be clear, definite and concise, interesting and 
timely. If it is thought-provoking and encourages expression and discourages 
guessing, then it will help develop a valuable discussion, Good questions 
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encourage participation and develop thinking ability by helping to show 
relationships such as cause and effect. 

Questions can be directed to the group as a whole. This draws a response 
from a person who has an answer and keeps members thinking, as well as creat
ing spontaneity and general discussion. However, the question directed to the 
group may allow talkative members to monopolise the discussion or may fall flat 
on an unresponsive group. 

The alternative is to direct a question to an individual or to buzz groups. 
This assures a response and encourages reserved members at the expense of 
talkative ones. The direct question can be used to elicit information from a 
member with specific experience. However, it can be embarrassing to a shy 
person and may restrict discussion. 

Don't always answer a question put to you as leader. You can put it back to 
the questioner to gain his opinion first, or ask the group to answer the question. ' 
This allows the group to use the members' resources for its own benefit. 

The following attributes are needed by a group discussion leader. 

• A feeling of sensitivity to the group. 

• Respect for members' personalities. 

• Ability to provide for all to participate. 

• Ability to lead unobtrusively. 

• An open mind. 

• Ability to derive principles out of experience. 

If you decide to follow a problem-solving approach on a particular topic, 
you need to have a good general knowledge of the subject. Discussion frequent
ly has to be guided, but it is far better to allow a member to make the points you 
want stressed than to do so yourself. The chances are that if you lead discussion 
wisely, the important points will be made by producers. 

Arguments can develop over best solutions to problems and if some par
ticipants are seen as winners and others as losers in these disputes, ill feeling and 
a decline in group cohesion will result. 

To overcome arguments, a six-step logical process to analyse data is needed. 

1. Define the problem or decision. 

2. Define the requirements that solutions or alternatives must meet for 
them to be acceptable. Also, record conditions that the group would 
find desirable in a solution or alternative but will forgo if necessary. 

3. Generate a list of solutions or alternatives. 

4. Evaluate these against the 'musts' and 'wants' elaborated in step 2. 
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5. Select the best solution or alternative. 

6. Formulate an action plan. 

The advantage of followin thi . 
are evaluated against a set of stgand s Pdrocehss IS that solutions and alternatives 
'. ar s rat er than a . t sug?estIOns and Ideas to which the ma b . gaIns each other. People's 
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arguments over best solutions.

ey 
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The buzz group 

To quickly discuss an issue or formulate questions, the main group c~n ?e split 
into sub roups. Groups of three to six people give everyone some alr .tIme. . 
These b~zz groups can be used early in a meeting to get peopl~ acquamted wIth 
each other and to quickly establish.~n atmosphere. of cooperatlO.n and 
friendliness. They place responsibIlIty on all to thmlc about the Issue and 
encourage silent members to speak. 

The leader should make sure all groups know the task set them. It ~ho~ld 
referably be written down. Each group appoints a recorder to present Its fmd

rngs. The leader is then free to move from group to group to check progress and 
assist if needed. 

Buzz groups are ideal for pooli~g experience and drawing out questions 
after a speaker has opened up a tOpIC. 

Evaluation 

After each meeting, it is worthwhile to sound out parti~ipants a~ to how sa~isfied 
they were with the style of the meeting and how much mformatlOn they gamed 
from it. You may do this over a cup of tea immediately afterwards or on farm 
visits several days later. 

You may find, even though you were particularly prou~ of the way you 
organised the discussion, and how clearly the impo~tant pomts can:e out, that 
the participants had a completely different percept:on of the rn.eet:ng. 
Satisfaction of the members should be paramount m the orgamsatlOn of the 
group, the content of meetings and their style of conduct. 

Publicity and follow-up 

Many extension workers produce handouts for meeti~gs and pr~vide a summary 
f . d· d A group newsletter can carry tOpIC summanes, as well as o tOpICS Iscusse . 

build a sense of community. 

Newspaper reports of group activities and details of talks b'y guest ~peakers 
and visiting experts can help boost the importance of.the group s work m.the 

f h .ty They can also serve as a credIble source of techmcal eyes 0 t e commum . 
information for those who do not attend. 
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How long to continue? 

If a group has fulfilled its purpose, interest declines. It is better to cut off 
activities at this point than let poorly attended meetings continue. If you are 
accorded the position of leadership, point out the decline in interest and ask the 
group members if they wish to continue. It is better to leave the memory of a 
happy and successful experience than to finish on an uninterested, ineffectual 
note. 

If the group has been effective, it can be reactivated for special meetings as 
the need arises, such as sudden pest or disease outbreaks, or a new technological 
opportunity. 

A constitution 

Some discussion groups work on an informal basis, while others prefer to have a 
constitution with a small annual subscription and a few details on the election of 
president and secretary. Whichever method is chosen is up to the members. 
Groups can work happily either way. 

Live .. in forums 

A short live-in activity is ideal for intensive study of a subject. Participants are 
taken out of their home environment and the atmosphere is conducive to frank 
discussion of key issues, such as goals in farming or profit projections. 
Reassessment of major issues and attitude change are more likely to follow from 
such forums than a series of short discussions held several weeks apart. 

Short residential forums can be the best method of learning practical sub
jects, such as welding, for which equipment and experts need to be organised. 

Live-in learning situations also have these advantages: 

• the extension staff exert their maximum effort over a short period and are 
then free to concentrate on other projects; 

• they suit farmers and graziers who are unable to attend regular meetings; 

• extension workers are given the sense of completing a significant 
achievement which builds their team spirit; and 

• the live-in atmosphere helps build permanent communication links among 
participants and between participants and extension staff. 
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Steps in the problem census 

• Explain that the meeting was called to identify major farming problems in 
the community. The process begins by posing a question such as: 'List the 
most important problems you face in running your farm'. 

• Individuals write down a list of problems on a small piece of paper without 
discussion with other members. 

• Divide the meeting into small groups of five or six members. Each group 
appoints a recorder who lists the final set of problems generated from the 
group discussion. A large sheet of paper and felt pens are supplied. 

• Each member reports his list to the group, and the group accepts, modifies or rejects the items. 

• After group diSCUSSion, ask the recorder of each group to report the group's 
findings to the plenary meeting. 

• The plenary meeting clarifies any unclear items and then compares the lists 
to find which problems are common to more than one group and which can 
be grouped under one category. This process results in a single list of problems. 

• The small groups reform to consider the order of priority of the list 
generated by the plenary meeting. 

• Recorders of each small group pin up sheets which record the order of 
priority resulting from their group discussion. 

You now have several priority listings which should have many elements in 
common. You may wish to discuss immediately how action can be taken on the 
most significant issues or postpone this step to another meeting. 

The steps in the problem census are illustrated on page 80. 

Needs clarification technique 

The following process is another technique of clarifying needs. This process, 
which illustrates the principle of starting with broad general questions to 
stimulate thought, can be modified for various purposes. 

• Ask group members to discuss with the person sitting next to them, the farm 
problem that concerned them most at this time last year. After 10 minutes, 
ask the pairs to discuss the major concerns at the moment. 

• Ask participants to draw up a pie chart of how each of them spends their 
time on farming each year, allocating segments to various operations. 

• Participants then form buzz groups and each group draws up a pie chart 
which is an average of the group members' activities. 
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THE STEPS IN THE PROBLEM CENSUS TECHNIQUE 
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• Groups pin up charts for a brief plenary discussion. 

• Ask groups to discuss when individuals last sought information from an 
agent, extension worker or neighbour and what the topics were. 

• Individuals write down the single most important change they would like to 
make on their properties. 

• Buzz groups discuss changes. 

• Each person writes down the three most important issues for their own 
situation. 

• Groups then combine individual lists and share them in a plenary discussion. 

• A possible option at this stage is to discuss comparisons between the groups' 
final lists and a list compiled by experts, such as extension workers, 
agribusiness and research workers. 

The nominal group technique 

The 'nominal group' technique is suitable for use at a meeting lasting about two 
hours. However, more time may be needed if there is a divergence of opinion 
on needs. 

Method. 

Step 1. Ask each individual to record technical problems or extension needs 
on a sheet of paper. After 10 minutes, check to see if people want more time. 

Step 2. Ask each member of the meeting to supply one item and record it 
on a display board. This process continues round the group until all items are 
recorded. Finish by encouraging members to build on the ideas of others and 
encouraging people to think of further items. 

Step 3. Encourage participants to seek clarification of the items. The 
reasons behind recording particular items may not be clear. Arguments over the 
validity of particular items should be avoided. 

Step 4. Ask the participants to write down the items recorded on the board 
and allocate a score to each item. All items can be allocated a vote or in
dividuals can be asked to only place a vote on a limited number of priority items. 

Not voting on all items on the list will simplify the final counting process, if 
the highest score is given to the first choice. 

Step 5. Record the choices of each member and allocate a weight to each 
choice. For example: 

• first choice item 5 scores 3; 
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• second choice item 6 scores 2; and 

• third choice item 10 scores 1. 

Sum the total scores for all items and select the group preference by the 
highest score. 

Step 6. Explore with the group to see if there is any strong disagreement on 
any item. Make sure that the group is clear on what each item means. There 
may be a need to hear argument on the issue and perhaps take another vote if 
members change their minds as a result. Consensus usually results, but at times 
individuals may have to agree to disagree. 

The delphi process 

The delphi process, like the nominal group technique, is a means for collecting 
and aggregating the judgement of individuals to improve the quality of their 
decision-making. The process consists of a series of questionnaires which gives 
participants a chance to modify their responses in the light of those of other 
individuals. 

The delphi can be done in a face-to-face situation or by mail questionnaire. 
It is suitable for use by people who cannot easily meet as a group. 

The process encourages participants to think deeply about the issues con
cerned but it needs time and highly motivated participants to work well. The 
following steps are needed. 

Step 1. Develop the question and pose it to the target group. 

Step 2. Gather responses from the participants. 

Step 3. Analyse the responses and group them where necessary to make a 
summary list. This analysis and categorisation can be a time-consuming process 
and can take a working party several hours. 

Step 4. Send out a second questionnaire which is an accurate summary of 
the responses to the first questionnaire. Participants are asked to review the list, 
seek clarification if necessary, and rank items in order of priority. 

Review responses of the second questionnaire. 

Step 5. The analysis of the second questionnaire should add notes for items 
and summarise comments made. A further questionnaire can be developed if 
necessary, summarising the results of the second questionnaire. 

Step 6. Feed back the final results to the group. 

The delphi process helps give participants time to reconsider their judge
ment and a chance to review the opinions of others. There is a tendency for 
opinions to converge, though full consensus may not develop. 
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Extension practitioners have the task of influencing primary producers' farm 
management and their use of technology. Effective extension staff understand 
how farmers adopt new practices, and how information spreads through rural 
communities. This enables them to choose the most appropriate extension 
methods and to identify the target audiences on which they will have the greatest 
impact. 

This chapter details the process by which individuals adopt farm practices, 
and how practices spread through communities (diffusion). It also explains how 
extension workers can use their knowledge of individual farm practices, the 
adoption process, and the structure of different communities to effectively com
municate with producers. 

The adoption process 

When a farmer adopts a new idea or practice, he has already gone through 
several stages in a process. Early research in the USA on adoption of farm 
practices identified five stages. 

• Awareness. The farmer hears about an idea or practice but does not have any 
detailed information. 

• Interest. At this stage the farmer sees that the practice might be relevant to 
him and seeks more information. He might ask neighbours about it, read 
pamphlets on the topic or visit extension staff. 

• Evaluation. Having received some information on the innovation, the 
individual weighs up its advantages and disadvantages to him. He might 
make a tentative decision to adopt the innovation and seek reinforcement 
from others. 

• Trial. At this stage the farmer makes up his mind to try the innovation, 
usually on a small scale. The trial could be a few hectares of a new crop 
variety, or one treatment with a new cattle drench. Usually some reserve is 
held about its effectiveness. The trial stage may continue for several years 
before the innovation is totally accepted or rejected. 
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An alternative model of the adoption process consists of four functions 

rather than stages. 
Knowledge. A person is exposed to an innovation and gains some under-

standing of it. 
Persuasion. A person forms an attitude towards the innovation. 

Decision. A person carries out activities which allow him to decide to adopt 

or reject the innovation. 
C firmation A person seeks reinforcement for the decision made but 

may re::rse this d~cision if he is exposed to conflicting messages about the 

innovation. 
This model answers some of the objections to the five-stage adoption 

model. 

Rates of adoption 

The rate at which an innovation will be adopted depends on five variables: 

• the characteristics of the farmers; 

• the communication channels; 

hether the decision to adopt is optional or bound by law and/or :vhether it 
• ;an be taken by an individual or whether it needs group cooperatIOn; 

• the farmer's view of the attributes of the innovation; and 

• the extension worker's efforts. 

Characteristics of farmers. Early studies cha~acterised farmers ~n the basis 
, d t d an innovation. The fIrst to adopt were t e 

?f how qmckl
h
y theY

t 
a oppe was called the early adopters; followed by the early 

Innovators; t e nex grou . hIt t adopt The 
majority; the late maj?rity; with the lagga~~ b~~~et ~u~~e: and be~ter educated 
innovators were the flfst 2.5% to adopt. Y Y 'd 'th high-status 
than the average farmer, tended to read and travel more, ffi1Xe WI 
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people in the community and frequently contacted research workers and exten
sion people. 

On the other hand, the last 16% to adopt a particular innovation were 
termed laggards. They tended to be older and less well-educated than average, 
and their farms and farm incomes were smaller than average. This group did 
not travel a great deal and its sources of information were usually close neigh
bours. 

Most extension workers know farmers who continually search for new 
methods and frequently seek information from research workers and other lead
ing farmers. Although these farmers may be innovators over a wide range of 
technology, each of them may be a laggard in some respects. So it is difficult to 
generalise by categorising some farmers as laggards and others as innovators. 
Each area of technology has to be looked at separately. 

The stage of life of a producer can affect farm management decisions. A 
young farmer, full of energy and with a young family to educate, is generally 
keen to innovate to gain more income, while an older man whose children have 
left home may have little interest in increased income and a strong interest in 
leisure pursuits. 

The type of country, the cash reserves available and the operator's ap
proach to risk-taking, all affect the innovations adopted on any property. In the 
western pastoral areas where the environment is harsh and unpredictable, suc
cessful graziers exhibit many of the values and attitudes usually attributed to lag
gards. Because the climate allows little scope for forward planning, they have a 
conservative approach to innovation adoption. They do not wish to further add 
to the risk of survival in the variable climate by adopting new practices, par
ticularly if they have to borrow money to do so. 

Some of the communication patterns of graziers in arid areas are also 
similar to those of so-called laggards. They do not search widely for information 
because practices from other areas are not applicable to them. Much of their 
information is gained locally. 

Communication channels. The communication channels available, such as 
newspapers, radio and interpersonal sources, and the credibility of each source 
affect the rate of spread of ideas and therefore the rate of adoption. 

Type of decision. If an innovation is required by law, it will obviously be 
adopted quickly in our society. For example, Australia recently undertook a 
campaign to eradicate TB and brucellosis from beef cattle herds. Producers are 
required to muster and test their herds and restrictions on cattle movements are 
placed on untested or infected herds. 

Producers'views of the characteristics of the innovation. 

• If the innovation has a big relative advantage over what it replaces, it will 
usually be adopted quickly. The advantage may be a reduction in labour or 
risk, or an increase in net profit. 
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The adoption of mechanical harvesting of sugar-cane was very rapid in 
Queensland. Farmers no longer had to provide accommodation for gangs of 
manual cane cutters, contractors no longer had to search for good men, and 
the cutting process became quicker and more efficient for all concerned. 

• If an innovation is compatible with the existing values and needs of potential 
adopters, it will tend to be adopted quickly. 

In Queensland, Brahman-type cattle have the advantage that they are less 
affected by parasites than Herefords or Shorthorns. However, one of the 
reasons that adoption of Brahman cattle has been slow is the social value 
attached to a good line of Herefords or Shorthorns. 

A grazier may have a herd of Hereford cattle started by his father and may 
have gradually improved the herd by buying good bulls. The family may 
exhibit in shows and be members of the Hereford Society. Many of their 
friends and acquaintances made at shows would take pride in the quality of 
their Hereford cattle. To adopt Brahman cattle might mean breaking the 
social links and values associated with the Hereford Society and the show 

circuit. 
• A practice will be adopted more quickly when it is seen as simple and not 

difficult to understand, or when it does not require learning new skills or 

changing existing procedures. 

New plant varieties are now taken up very quickly, as their use involves little 
alteration in procedures. All the grower does is order a different type of 
seed and perhaps alter the setting on his sowing machinery. Cultivation and 

harvesting are usually very similar. 

• An innovation that can be tested on a limited basis will tend to be adopted 
more quickly than one that cannot. Sprays and fertilisers can be tested on 
small areas for little cost, but the building of a new style of dairy shed is an 
expensive 'all or nothing' decision. 

• If the results of an innovation can be easily seen, it will tend to be adopted 

quickly. 
A new sheep drench may give rapid and easily seen results and be adopted 
quickly, but a new scientific method of stock selection cannot be readily seen 
because it is a process rather than a physical entity. The results of this 
process may not be apparent for many years and therefore it will be adopted 
slowly. Similarly, the benefits of some soil conservation schemes may take 
many years to show and therefore the work by innovators is not readily 

copied by others. 
The extension worker's efforts. The speed of adoption is influenced by the 

extension worker's choice of message and skill in using appropriate methods. 
Knowledge of how a practice suits an influential segment of the community, and 
their attitudes towards any changes are starting points for effective extension 

action. 
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Diffusion 
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took some effort to learn and it was an unpleasant job. Individual or small group 
tuition is often necessary to promote complex skills. 

Barriers to diffusion 

Extension workers in the 1930s and 1940s knew that a great deal of farmers' 
information was gained from other farmers. They thought if they could work 
with the innovators, the innovators in turn would inform other farmers and the 
new developments would be taken up by the less innovative producers. 

This strategy had a poor record of success because it failed to take into 
account three important factors: social barriers between individual producers, 
communication patterns in communities, and differences in the characteristics 

of farms. 

Like any other members of the community, farmers mix with those similar 
to themselves. Progressive, innovative producers usually spend their time with 
other progressive producers. In some highly competitive horticultural 
industries, the innovators share knowledge among each other and deliberately 
try to withhold information from extension staff and other producers. 

Farmers who have small properties or whose operations are not at a high 
level of technology are diffident about approaching innovators for information. 
They seek knowledge from those similar to themselves, usually close neighbours. 

An example of how communication can be cut off between two strata of 
producers was shown by an analysis of communication patterns between Darling 

Downs egg producers. 

Most of the communication took place among those with large flocks, as 
shown in Figure 8.2, with some interaction between those with medium-sized 

flocks. 

The diagram shows that if extension workers relied on informal channels 
for the diffusion of information, the message would not reach farmers with small 
flocks. Those with small flocks had little contact with those with large flocks, 
and had little contact among each other. Those more innovative producers with 
large flocks had good contact with each other and most contact with formal sour
ces of information such as QDPI and commercial companies. In response to this 
analysis, special group meetings were organised for farmers with small flocks to 
keep them up to date on technological developments. 

Similarly, in the N ambour horticultural district, extension workers realised 
that there was little contact between experienced growers and new and part
time producers. A special field day was conducted on a Saturday to cater for the 
less-expert producers, with a programme of simple information most often 

sought by beginners. 

The established community communication patterns can help or hinder the 

diffusion of technology. 
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Figure 8.2. Informal communication patterns among Darling Downs egg producers. 
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The effect of status, education, farm size and technical expertise means that 
in any district, no one producer can be picked out as being universally influential. 

Australian research has shown that farmers recognise others as having spe
cial knowledge in a particular subject. Some would be approached for their spe
cial knowledge of stock, others for their mechanical knowledge. 

Figures 8.3 and 8.4 (adapted from a 1963 article in Rural Research in 
CSIRO) show how a sample of Victorian dairy farmers consult one another for 
information. There are different p,atterns for animal husbandry and irrigation. 
In the sample, the most popular source of advice on the dairy herd was con
sulted by eight other farmers, while another two farmers were consulted by five 
each. The most popular source of information on irrigation was consulted by 
only four others. On both subjects, most of those who were sought for advice 
were approached by only one person. 
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Figure 8.3. Different patterns made by the same 100 farmers when seeking information from other 
farmers about the dairy herd. 

A study of dairy farmers in Queensland highlighted how they use different 
combinations of resources to learn about different areas of technology. Figure 
8.5 sets out the resources used by a sample of Queensland farmers to make 
decisions about feeding their herds. The sample had a different pattern of 
resource use for other topics. 
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Newspaper articles in the later stages of the adoption process often serve as 
reinforcement or support for a choice for those who have adopted, or perhaps as 
a source of status for people mentioned in the articles. 

Newsletters are particularly valuable in sparsely populated areas where 
there are few opportunities for producers to contact each other or extension 
workers. If items feature what is happening on properties, or even better, in
clude articles by local landholders, newsletters can help build communication 
networks and speed up the diffusion process. 

Demonstration plots and field days satisfy producer demand for detailed 
practical information. These are necessary once a producer is considering a trial 
or adoption of a practice. If the practice is expensive to adopt, or entails big 
changes in farm management, such as the adoption of minimum tillage or a new· 
stock breeding system, decisions will not be made quickly. Most producers need 
to see the new practice in operation and talk to the few innovators who have 
adopted it before they are prepared to consider big changes to their property 
management. 

Where these complex innovations are involved, farm visits can play an 
important role. You can relay information on how district producers are 
progressing with the innovation and practical points which they have discovered. 

Extension workers who have conducted trials or demonstrations on the 
practice can speak with authority and assist the early adopters to overcome teeth
ing problems. 

Farmers who are slow to adopt practices often need to be very confident of 
the accuracy of their information before they plan changes. Continued farm 
visits, field demonstrations and discussion activities are necessary to influence 
this group. 

Extension organisations have been accused of concentrating too much on 
promoting innovations, and of expending insufficient resources in servicing and 
fine-tuning technology once it is on farms. The farm visit is the main method of 
servicing an innovation. 

The five-step adoption model emphasises communication from the exten
sion organisation to primary producers. This model is most applicable for 
simple innovations which originate from outside the geographical area in which 
you operate. 

You will usually find that farmers know about far more innovations than 
they can put into practice. These innovations often involve complex changes to 
the farm system. Most farmers are working to integrate at least one change in 
their properties but this takes considerable thought and some trial and error. 
Furthermore, no single issue is of paramount importance on the farms 
throughout the extension district. Therefore it is difficult to generalise about 
subjects for extension. 

When confronted with this complex situation you must choose the target 
audience for any programmes verj carefully. The major extension activity may 
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• property visits 

• office visits 

• field days and farm walks 

• mass media 

• newsletters 

• live-in forums 

• management packages 

• whole farm consultancy 

• information centres 

The strongest support was for property visits and newsletters. Office visits 
were regarded as the least important and some graziers said they were reluctant 
to visit DPI offices. 

Management packages received considerable support. A package was 
defined as a kit of materials fully covering a particular subject. The inclusion of 
videos in the kit was particularly favoured. Although live-in forums received 
little support, they were strongly favoured by those who had attended one or 
who had spoken to graziers who had. 

In the East Moreton area, a survey of dairy farmers also found that the farm 
visit was the most valued extension method. Field days, discussion groups and 
telephone contact were rated next in that order. 

Extension officers in the area placed less value on mass media than did 
farmers and a higher value on office visits and discussion groups than farmers. 

Producer demonstration sites - an example of extension principles in 
action 

A new extension concept being implemented by extension workers in the beef 
industry is the producer demonstration site. The concept differs from the 
traditional demonstration or 'field trial' for extension purposes. It recognises 
the basic principles of adult education: 'self motivated learning' and the 
advantages of 'learning by doing'. A group or 'cell' of producers is firstly 
assisted to identify a common problem and then plan to test the best solution(s). 
The process encourages commitment to the task and responsibility for the 
outcome in terms of what is learnt. This approach to learning is most 
appropriate where proven technology (research) is not widely adopted. This 
may be because in the producers' minds it has not been fully 'tested' under field 
conditions, or it may be the result of a conservative attitude to change within a 
social group. 
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The process 

• Identify the target area or community. This may embrace a large number of 
producers. It would, however, have a known low level of adoption of a 
practice or practices considered to be advantageous to management. 

• Approach a 'key' producer (established contact). Discuss the problem and 
present possible solutions. If the key producer agrees to cooperate, 
encourage him to bring together his natural social group or 'cell' of six to 
eight producers to discuss the' issues raised. 

• Meet with this group and assist the producers to clarify their problems and 
needs and form a plan of action to carry out their own investigation 
(triaVdemonstration) on a group member's property and assess the results 

for themselves. 
• provide continuing assistance to the group in terms of advice. You may offer 

financial assistance for additional fencing or other aids, but avoid interfering 
with the day-to-day running of the triaVdemonstration, which remains the 

group's responsibility. 

• Finally, you would take a more active role in assisting any members of the 
group should they decide to implement the new practice, and encourage the 
group members to share their results with interested producers outside the 

group. 

In summary, the producer demonstration site: 

• is concerned with defining problems and needs within an identified social 

group; 

• encourages 'self motivated learning' and 'learning by doing'; 

• is a practical observation under commercial conditions; 

• is a group commitment enhancing the acceptance/adoption of the results; and 

• is more likely to be acknowledged by other producers. 

The differences between a conventional field trial and a producer 
demonstration site are shown diagrammatically in Figures 8.6 and 8.7. 
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CHAPTER 9 

PLANNING EXTENSION WORK 

Introduction 

Planning an extension campaign requires you to focus your time and energies to 
achieve a predetermined result. Planned extension work on significant issues 
can give you a professional attitude and a sense of achievement. Too often an 
extension worker leaves a district after many busy years of satisfying minor 
enquiries, but leaving behind no significant achievements. 

We can't plan for 100% of our time. The best we can do is to plan for 
perhaps 40 to 60%. It h'elps if we think of our extension work in three ways. 

• Planned extension work: with objectives, audience and events all planned in 
advance. 

• Opportunistic work: makes use of occasions as they arise to fit in with a 
planned objective. 

• Ad hoc: completely unplanned, satisfies the demands as they occur. 

Reasons for planning 

• If your work is not planned, day-to-day pressures can result in the job 
becoming your master instead of you being master of the job. 

• Planning can increase the efficiency of the extension operation by improving 
the allocation of resources. 

• A written programme allows for continuity of extension activities in the 
event of loss or transfer of personnel. 

• A programme enables newcomers to extension in a particular area to see a 
concrete plan of action, which gives more purpose to their early years of 
work. 

• Planning increases satisfaction by setting targets and attempting to achieve 
them. 

• Planning helps extension workers to influence events in agriculture. 

• Documentation of plans helps develop and maintain public support for 
extension agencies and their role in the community. 
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• If producers are involved in the planning process, it can give them a chance 
to influence the work carried out. 

Remember the clients 

Programmes will be more successful if they involve producers in the planning 
process. Some extension workers make the distinction between 'top down' 
extension programmes, where the extension organisation decides on content and 
initiates action, and 'bottom up' programmes, where the major stimulus for 
extension work comes from producers. 

Where the extension organisation initiates the programme, producers can 
still be consulted about how they view the issues. They can also be consulted on 
the suitability of different extension methods. 

Producers can initiate action through state or local industry organisations. 
Discussion groups can set the agenda for extension activities through a problem 
census exercise. 

If the programme is based on the assumption that farmers need to be 
pushed or motivated in a certain direction, it is not likely to be successful. Adults 
generally do not passively accept their environment. They are continually 
experimenting with new methods of operating and searching for solutions to 
problems. If the client group is not tackling long-standing problems, the most 
likely reasons are: 

1. solutions are not available; 

2. present solutions are only partly effective; 

3. present solutions are uneconomic; 

4. clients do not agree with extension workers that the issue is a problem; or 

5. the innovation needs group cooperation to be successful, and one or 
more recalcitrant individuals refuse support. 

If 1, 2 or 3 is the case, an extension programme will need to incorporate 
some applied research in the early stages. 

In some cases, a new generation of farmers, who are more venturesome and 
optimistic, is necessary before long-standing problems can be overcome. 

If clients don't see the issue as a problem, then it may be best to drop the 
programme. However, this should not be done without close questioning of the 
clients and analysis of their responses. For example, many farmers on the east
ern Darling Downs did not see soil erosion as a problem on their farms because 
they did not recognise sheet erosion. Therefore, increased extension effort was 
given to having farmers recognise sheet erosion and understand its importance. 
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. Where consumers or exporters are affected b . , 
lIttle contact with the problem ad' y ~n lss~e, farmers may have 

. n so not recogrnse Its eXIstence A p bI' . 
~~:p~lgn to alerht prod,ucers t~ potential loss of markets can pro~e eff~cti~~ty 0 

er Issues, suc as illllk quahty where consum h I h '. . n 
extension and legislation may be required. er ea t IS an Issue, a mixture of 

Where group action is being held b k . d' . 
needs to be organised to influence th up IY ey m IVlduals, peer pressure 

ese re uctant cooperators. 

The planning process 

Extension planning is a process which helps us decide: 

• what to do - objectives; 

• how to do it - methods; and 

• how to measure results - evaluation. 

oPPo!:r~o~ess ~f p.lanning involves. ap~raising the situation) problem or 
putting this p' l::~oo~~~t taargdets 0: o~JectIVes,. wor~ng out a plan of action, 

, n revlewmg the SItuatIOn. 

Plans may be limited to what a sin 1 . 
may involve many other people both in~i~~~~son ~an ?o on a sr~nploe issue, or 
~arming community. An example of the se e ex enSIOn orgarnsatIOn and in the 
Improve the profitability of a district citrus ~~~~:;~ld be a programme to 

Whether the plan is on a small I I 
process is shown diagrammatically borl arge sca e, the same process applies. This 

e ow. 

RAEVISED SITUATION 7. 

PPRAISAL i 
REVIEW AND 6. 

EVAL UATION 

1 
PUTTING THE PLAN 5. 

INTO PRACTICE 

Figure 9.1. The planning process. 

4. 

1. SITUATION 1 APPRAISAL 

2. LONG TERM 1 OBJECTIVES 

/ 

3. SHORT TERM 
OBJECTIVES 

WORK PLAN 
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Situation appraisal 

Situation appraisal is designed to lead to good objectives. It consists of two 
elements. 

• A situation statement which presents existing factual information on the 
industry or district or community and its problems and opportunities. This 
will affect the decisions on objectives. 

• A situation analysis which is the result of discussion and analysis of the 
situation statement, including prioritising of issues and development of the 
objectives. 

The scope and intensity of the situation appraisal depend upon how much 
information you require. 

There are five common types of extension programmes: 

• transfer of simple information as in mass media campaigns; 

• research/development with producers to resolve technical deficiencies; 

• activities to upgrade clients' knowledge through educational means where 
the technology is developed; 

• assisting producer groups to upgrade their technical and economic position 
in the short and long term; and 

• promoting community or industry responsibilities, such as soil conservation 
and product quality. 

A comprehensive situation statement and analysis is particularly important 
with the fourth type. 

The situation statement 

We must look at our district in a way which helps us organise our thoughts. For 
simple programmes, the best way is to look at a series of district opportunities or 
problems and see which and how many producers are affected. This helps to 
define the topic and target audience. The process is visualised in the diagram 
below. 

For broader district or industry programmes, the situation statement should 
contain information from a wide range of sources. Some of the sources of infor
mation which might be considered are: 

• our own experience from observation and listening; 

• farmer queries; 

• farmer discussion group ideas; 
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FAR MERS 
FARMERS 

cttlliJ cilitb 
F' 9 19ure .2. Separating the topics and target audience. 

• extension organisations' past programmes; 

• surveys (extension, university, BAE); 

• opinions of industry leaders and better farmers' , 
• contacts with agribusiness; and 

• research workers' opinions. 

There is no simple way The a . t f . 
sentatives from various inte~ests is PPOIll ment 0 . planmng groups with repre-
in Australia. very common III the USA, but is less common 

The type of data that you mi ht 11 f . 
ment is shown in Table 9 1 S hgd co, ect or a compr~henslVe situation state-
or industry but is not al~a . uc ata IS useful for a penodic review of an area 
nificant iss~es in any Prod:;t~~essary. In prac~ice, there are usually some sig
time. Information should be COllsy~te: ;hIch ;Ita11,Y concern producers at the 
district or industry. ec e a out t ese Issues rather than the whole 

This limits the data you need t 11 d 
in endless surveys. If you wish to in~ c~ ect an. prev~nts yo~ from being tangled 
cal to control a plant disease all th rdo tuce a SImple mn.ovatIOn such as a chemi-

, e a a you may need IS: 

• the cost of the disease to the growers; 

• the cost of spraying; 

• when and where the disease occurs' , 
• the type of spray equipment growers have; and 

• lihkely. ef£lects on markets of increased production or consumer reaction to 
c effilca s. 
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Table 9.1 Components of a situation statement 

fi d long-term and short-term variable components Long-term lxe .. 
components 

Area definition 
Boundaries, 
shires x areas, 
agricultural area 

Climate 
Rainfall, 
temperature, 
evaporation, 
growing season, 
winds 

Geology and 
soils 
Geology, soil 
types fertility, 
soils 
distribution, 
water-holding 
capacity 

Topography 
Elevation, major 
hills, plains 
catchment, 
drainage 

Vegetation 

PJ!ysical 

(Agricultural 
production and 
use) 

Land use 
Area cleared 
arable, farm size 
and numbers, 
problems area of 
crops, fallow, 
pastures 

Inputs 
Fertiliser, 
machinery, stock 
types, crop types 

Outputs 
Animal 
production, gross 
value, production 
x enterprise 

Major types 
vegetation - soil 
type relationships 

Water supplies 
Underground, 
surface, artificial 

Technical 

Agricultural 
practices 
Economic, 
adopted 
economic, not 
adopted 
uneconomic, 
adopted 
characteristics 

Agricultural pests 
Insects, diseases, 
vermin, weeds 

Unsolved 
technical 
problems 
As farmer sees 
them, an 
extension officer 
sees them. 

Existing research 
Within region, 
relevant research 
elsewhere 

Mechanical 
Farm machinery 
available, 
limitations and 
problems 

Sociological 

Demography 
Population 
distribution, 
population 
attitudes, 
contractors 

Commercial 
service 
Service provided, 
field 
representatives 

Government 
services 
AGRIC. DEPTS. 
- resources (inc. 
staff), operations 
OTHER DEPTS. 
-location, 
operations 

Communication 
channels 
Types, location, 

Economic 

Labour 
Permanent, casual, 
sharefarmers 

Finance 
Credit availability, 
farmer affluence 

Markets 
Size, cost trends, 
price trends 

Government 
policies 

influence, present 
use 

Groups 
Formal, state 
groups, 
autonomous 
Informal 

Personal 
identification 
Innovators, 
influencers, 
community leaders 
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Situation analysis 

Once you have gathered information, you have to analyse and prioritise it. Some 
questions which could start this process are: 

• which district industries are growing rapidly? 

• will this continue? 

• are any industries in decline? 

• what opportunities for new developments are there in each industry? 

• are there any pressing problems in parts of the district or its industries, in 
terms of seriousness, urgency and growth? 

• do solutions exist to these problems? 

Answering these and other questions will involve consulting with primary 
producers and experts, and making judgements on their inputs. 

A sample survey of your potential target audience may be necessary to find 
the extent of a problem and how producers perceive it. However, people often 
find it difficult to explain how they perceive issues and events. A group discus
sion with producers can give you insight into the dynamics of the decision
making process and what triggers producers to act in certain ways. Such a 
process also helps you pitch your messages at the right level in your work plan. 

Mass media creates awareness of new practices and the extension 
events which promote them. Some producers may change simple 

practices directly as a result of mass media. 
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Prioritising 

Provided a situation analysis has been thorough, it will reveal any important 
problems. In consultation with groups and individuals involved, it will then be 
possible to put priorities on them. Thus a list of problems and their importance 

becomes available. 
Effective prioritising usually involves the team approach. Discussion at 

team planning sessions initially centres on alternative projects. A logical 
approach to selecting projects should be used to avoid endless debate and to 
improve the quality of decision-making. 

Thorough analysis and logical project selection is more likely to result if 
alternative projects are evaluated against a set of criteria. For example, projects 
can be evaluated on the basis of number of producers affected, seriousness of 
the problem, the importance of the industry involved and the availability of 

solutions. 
One central Queensland extension group rated possible minimum tillage 

projects on the basis of the following six attributes. 

• It is seen as simple and not too difficult to understand and use. It does not 
require alteration of existing procedures. 

• It is compatible with the existing values, experiences and needs of potential 
adopters _ with social values and beliefs, previously introduced ideas or 

client needs of innovation. 

• It has relative economic advantages and may also reduce risk of crop failure. 

• It has relative practical advantages in terms of reduction in labour and 
improved ease of operation. 

• It has results which are easily observed and communicated to others. 

• It can be experimented with or trialed on a limited basis - this is particularly 
important to innovators or early adopters of a new practice. 

Each attribute was rated from 1 to 10 for each proposed project. Each 
member ventured an opinion based on experience, and the consensus produced 
the final rating. These ratings were then summed. This process gave each 
project a numerical value and allowed the selection of projects most likely to 

find favour with farmers. 

Developing objectives 

If a problem has been identified as important and there are viable solutions and 
resources to tackle it, the next step is to develop objectives and draw up a work 

plan. 
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b thLOn;-~erm/overall objecti:e. A broad statement of what is to be achieved 
yew 0 e programme constItutes a long-term objective. 

. For exa~ple: 'to h~ve farmers in the region obtain a higher income th 0 h 
Increased IDllk productIOn over the next five years'. r ug 

h
. S~ort-term/specific objectives. Achieving these objectives are steps in 

ac IeVIng the overall objective. 

f 
For instance, to get more milk, the extension worker is to encourage 

armers to: 

• improve cattle feeding; 

• breed better milkers; and 

• have better disease control. 

Each of these objectives would have a detailed short-term objective. 

There are various ways of looking at objectives. 

Relev~nt to .the .needs of the audience. For any extension ro ramm 
successful, Its ObjectIves must be relevant to the needs of its a!ctie~ce ~ to be 
problem must be seen to be a problem by the farmers and so the ob' . . e 
be seen by farmers as something which they feel will help them. ~ectIVe has to 

is ai:::~e;tt.ed to a specific audience. The objective must clearly indicate who it 

' ...... the 60 dairymen in the shire who have irrigation ...... '. 

chan Result-or~entated. ~e objective must relate to how many are expected to 
. ge, hkow b~g a change IS expected or some other outcome which the exten

SIOn wor er WIshes to attain. 

' ...... 50 of the 60 dairymen in the shire with irrigation to adopt ...... '. 

the ~pecific about t~e change expected. The objective must also clearly state 
c ange expected In the audience, or the practice to be adopted. 

i ...... I~O of the .60 ~airymen in the shire with irrigation to adopt high nitrogen 
ertl Iser applIcatIOn on ryegrass.' 

f Achievable and realistic. Obviously the objective must be feasible for 
t~~mcers. lOne Shhould not try to change too much, too quickly, or even attempt 

omp ex a c ange. 

I . b t IS etter to make a series of small changes to get an ultimate goal. 

' ....... 50 of the 6? .daifY11,1en in the shire with irrigation to use double the rate 
of rutrogen fertIlIser thIS year, and to double this rate up to 120 kg of 
per hectare per grazing in the winter season'. urea 

. T,he. above objective also has a time scale. Good objectives usually have 
tIme lIIDltS. 
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Work plans 

1 · kills such as the ability to formulate rations, needs Deve opmg s , . d . 
individual contact to follow mass media an meetmgs. 

Work plans are the logical extension of work objectives. 

The work plan designates what is to be done, who is respo~sible ~or ~e 
work when activities are to take place or what met~ods ar~ to e use ,were 
(dist;ict) and which part of the community is to be mvolve . 

h ? h? hen? how? for whom? - to Use the questions -what?, were., w 0., w ., ., 

build up a work plan. 
. b sed to build up a sequence of events for which the 

These questlOns can e u . 
times, place, audience and person responsible are detailed. 

The methods used must be capable of achieving the state? o~jecti~es. For 
. ... h I roducers examine marketmg m theIr 

~xample, ~f the ~~J~ct1V~~sbt~ co~l~~ed, industry leaders consulted and meetings 
mdustry, ata WI fave d A mass media campaign alone would be totally 
held WIth groups 0 pro ucers. 
inadequate. 
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Ideally, a work plan should have evaluation built in at different stages. This 
allows you to alter your methods and tactics as you proceed. 

You will find a sample work plan in Table 9.2. Note that the objective 
contains a time constraint, it specifies the audience and it details the evaluation 
to be carried out. 

Method to achieve specific objectives. It is important to fit the method to 
the objective and also to understand methods in relation to the adoption process 
and the process of adult education. 

For instance, mass media is usually only worthwhile to create awareness of 
an idea or strategy. It may also arouse interest. However, personal contact and 
visits to neighbouring properties can well persuade farmers to try or adopt a new 
practice. 

Evaluation of the objective. Provision has to be made in the plan to spend 
time on making the necessary measurements or collecting data to evaluate 
progress. It is important work, takes time and therefore uses resources. So it 
has to be part of the work plan. 

Review and analysis. Provision has be to made to review the situation and 
modify the objectives on a regular basis. Extension planning must be flexible 
and changes in the programme in response to different circumstances are neces
sary. 

Extension programmes on new cropping systems need farm trials, field 
inspections, and the involvement of dealers in farm machinery and 

chemicals. 
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Review and evaluation 

Failure to regularly review the programme and evaluate progress may lead to 
considerable effort producing little result. 

Evaluation of a programme will be concerned with reviewing the objectives, 
the methods employed and the results achieved. Periodic reviews and evalua
tion can be informal or formal. The informal review could simply involve the 
programme team getting together and discussing what has taken place and 
observing results. Very often this is best done in conjunction with members of 
the target audience. The formal review and evaluation will involve a much more 
detailed approach and could involve detailed surveys and analysis of records. 
The findings should be related to an initial base line. Ideally the evaluation 
should be planned at the beginning of the programme. 

Although extension plans are often written annually, the process operates 
continuously. The good extension worker is continually evaluating how he is 
going, what the current district problems are and what the producers are wor
ried about. For him, planning and evaluation are an attitude of mind that guides 
and focuses his energies, rather than an annual activity undertaken for reporting 
purposes. 

Revised situation analysis 

After a time, the original situation needs to be reassessed. This should be done 
when the work plan is completed. However, observations or evaluations during 
the plan may warrant a change of course before it is completed. 

The programme may be wound down or modified because the objectives 
have been achieved, the issue is no longer a problem, or other problems are 
more important. If one or more of these conditions is the case, a revised situa
tion analysis should enable a new set of objectives to be chosen. 

If the objectives have not been achieved and the issue is still important, a 
revised situation analysis may be necessary to reassess technical information or 
farmer attitudes, or select more appropriate extension methods. 

Further reading 

Behrens, J. H. and Evans, J. F. (1984), Using Mass Media for Extension Teach
ing in Swanson, B. E. (ed.), Agricultural Extension - a Reference Manual, F AO, 
Rome. 

Evans, J. F. (1984), Planning Extension Campaigns, in Swanson, B. E. (ed.), 
Agricultural Extension - a Reference Manual, F AO, Rome. 
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Easdown, W. (1986),Evaluating Conservation Cropping Projects, Q:reensland 
Department of Primary Industries Project Report Q086009, Bnsbane. 

P ki R J (1972) An Approach to Programme Planning in Agricultural 
ar n, . . , . I I Ext . 7 5 97 

Extension in Australia, Melbourne Notes on Agncu tura enSlOn, - , 

University of Melbourne. 
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CHAPTER 10 

EVALUATION 

Why evaluate extension work? 

As a field extension worker, evaluation provides a means of improving your 
professionalism and impact. If you measure the effects of extension events and 
the end results of programmes, you will know if and how you should change your 
approach to increase your effectiveness. Improving your professionalism can 
give you a sense of job satisfaction. 

A record of evaluating extension activities and results can assist organisa
tions and individuals to obtain funding and support for further extension 
programmes. 

However, you should be sensible about when, what and how you evaluate. 
Attempting to evaluate all extension activities in terms of measurable results 
would be ridiculously expensive. Further, preoccupation with measurable 
results could lead to distortion of extension activities and direct them into those 
areas where results are easily measured. The most useful approach is to always 
be self critical and seek feedback which will help you do better next time. Usual
ly this evaluation is informal. Occasionally, a formal evaluation is justified. 

Defining evaluation 

Usual meanings of evaluation are 'to determine the value of something' and 'to 
assess the effectiveness or relative effectiveness of something'. A practical 
definition of evaluation in agricultural extension is 'the process of determining 
how well you are doing and what you are trying to do'. 

Potter (1972) has defined evaluation in the context of agricultural extension 
in this way: 

'Evaluation of agricultural extension is the process of systematically 
examining and making judgements about the relevance of the objectives to 
the purpose, the extent to which the objectives are being achieved, the 
effectiveness of the methods being used and the efficiency of the use of 
resources.' 

Evaluation should not be conducted as an afterthought to test the effects of 
activities and programmes. It should be planned for and built into each step of 
an extension plan. 
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What to evaluate 

At a broad level, three key steps in the extension programme sequence can be 
evaluated: objectives, methods and results. 

An evaluation of objectives focuses on the aims of the programme. 

An evaluation of methods examines whether the activities were relevant to 
the objectives and whether they we!e well conducted. 

Results evaluation concentrates on the changes on farms. 

Bennett (1976) saw the extension process as a seven-sta¥e hier~rchical 
model. The 'chain of events' that usually occurs as an extenslOn project progres-
ses provides the basis for selecting what to measure. 

7 - End results 

6 - Farm practice changes 

5 - Changes in knowledge, attitudes and skills 

4 - Reactions of people involved 

3 - People involvement 

2 - Extension activities 

1 - Extension inputs and resources 
Figure 10.1. Categories of output resulting from extension input 

Figure 10.1 shows six categories of output resulting ~rom input .of ~xtension 
Detailed maJ'or project plans would normally mclude ObjectIves 

resources. S . h' ing obiec 
indicating desired achievements in each category. uccess m ac Ie: . J -

tives at anyone level generally depends directly on the success achIeved m the 

level below. 
An important point to note in this model is that as you measure criteria fur

ther up the hierarchy, they give a more accurate measure of your s~ccess. For 
example at level 4, the fact that people reacted favourably to a senes.of ~e~t-
. . f'·· d' t'on that the meetings were well run. But a better mdicatlOn 
mgs IS a air mIca I . ( 1 5) A b t 
of extension success is whether those attending learnt anythmg leve . . e -
ter indication still, is whether they used this knowledge to ch~nge farm practIces 

(level 6). Finally the end result (level 7) should be more profItable farms or bet-

d 1· t k If farm practices change but the end result does not 
ter crops an lVes oc . . t la k 
benefit producers, this result could be due to unforeseen Circums ances, or c 

of good information inputs. 

H h be some programmes which aim to benefit consumers 
owever, t ere may 1 f 

h 't s a whole rather than producers. The end resu ts on arms or t e commum Y a , 
may be unimportant. 

-~ -----------~ ............... -------
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You may ask, 'If the top levels of the hierarchy are the most significant 
measure, then why bother with the lower levels?' There are two answers: first, 
data on the lower levels may indicate the reasons for success or failure at one of 
the higher levels; and second, information at the higher levels is often very dif
ficult to gather. 

It is easy to measure reactions to a field day by questioning a sample of 
people after the event, but more difficult to survey farms to find out if practices 
have changed. 

To find out if practices have changed, you may have to pick a sample and 
survey a number of farms. This may mean you have to define the practice very 
well to avoid misunderstandings. Another difficulty is that you may have to rely 
on farmers' memories for when and how much they have changed a practice. 
Also you may find it difficult to separate the influence of your own activities 
from that of other agents, price changes or even the weather. Surveying farms 
well enough to gain reliable information can be a major undertaking needing 
considerable resources. 

How detailed an evaluation? 

At each level of the hierarchy, evaluation can be carried out with various 
degrees of sophistication. 

Frutchey (1959) suggests an evaluation scale ranging from simple or casual 
everyday evaluations to scientific research. The scale is shown in Figure 10.2. 

Casual 
everyday 
evaluations 

Self-checking 
evaluations 

Figure 10.2. An evaluation scale. 

Do-it-yourself Extension 
evaluations studies 

Scientific 
research 

Frutchey (1959) considers that a thesis for a master's degree would probab
ly fall in his 'extension studies' location. In practice, district extension workers 
can rarely go beyond the do-it-yourself evaluations on Frutchey'S scale. And 
usually they would be best advised to concentrate on improving their ability at 
self-checking evaluations. 

The sophistication of the evaluation determines the type of evidence col
lected and the means of collecting it. Methods of collecting evidence are out
lined below. 

Experiments and tests. Evidence for evaluation of methods can be ob
tained from experiments, tests and surveys which indicate if, and perhaps how 
much, people have learned. Experiments are necessary for most comparative 
evaluations of methods. Some examples such as Evans' (1968) study of farmers' 
ability to read graphs and Tuohey's (1970) study of the reading ability of farmers 
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suggest that though there are difficulties in this type of work, they are not insur
mountable provided that the aim of the experiment is not too ambitious. 

Teachers in formal education test their students to evaluate teaching 
methods as well as to evaluate students. Farmers were tested in the experiments 
referred to earlier and also by Bardsley (1969) for evaluations of methods. 

Surveys. A survey may be the only way of obtaining the evidence needed 
for an evaluation, but mail and interview surveys are expensive in time for both 
surveyors and respondents. 

Collation of information. Information can be obtained from published 
statistics and records of local government authorities and state and common
wealth departments. Available records and statistics are often inadequate, but 
despite this, extension workers could make greater use of them than they do. It 
is possible to get more or more up-to-date information by asking for it. 

For example, other state departments will usually allow access to un
published statistics and the Commonwealth Statistician sometimes provides 
more up-to-date and more detailed figures when asked. The danger in working 
from statistics alone is that they can easily lead to unjustified conclusions. It is 
desirable to check tentative conclusions with someone who knows the area or 
industry. 

Panels. Some extension workers have a number of farms which they visit 
regularly to assess seasonal conditions and changes in farm practices or farmers' 
attitudes. Radio stations have used a similar system to evaluate programmes. 
There are two difficulties: the farmers selected are rarely a representative 
sample; and because they are visited more than other people, the farmers soon 
cease to be representative, even if they were at the start. 

Observations. Making observations in the course of extension work is the 
most common method. With practice and a system, this can produce reasonable 
estimates of major physical changes, for example, in the area sown to a crop or 
the area with reduced tillage practices. But unsystematic observations are umeli
able and are likely to be highly misleading about social and economic factors. 

Using the results 

Time spent in evaluation is time diverted from other activities. So the cost of an 
evaluation needs to be weighed against the potential use of the results. We are 
most likely to be able to justify an evaluation if the results will guide the next 
stage of a programme, or if the results will help improve the methods being used 
in a programme. 

An intensive evaluation still may not yield clear results. In the rare case 
that the purpose is specific, the criteria absolute and the evidence unambiguous, 
judgement is automatic: we have succeeded or failed absolutely. In the real 
world, judgements are nearly always about degrees of success and failure. Skill 
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:1~:;~~~;; ~~a~~ ~~:~j!c~~~. experience or it can be distorted by faulty 

o . !he inforn:al approach is particularly suitable for obtaining farmers' 
t 'plmonh~ on theIr problems and assessing their level of knowledge of the 
Ices w Ich are to be advocated in d" prac-

knowle~ge of.t~e sit~ation in his a:a ~:~~7t!:~J:;~0~:~~~:~~~nh7~~ker's 
assess t e pOSItIOn wIthout further information-gathering. 0 

Some simple techniques for informal evaluations 

The focused interview 

A p~oblem with int~rviews.and questionnaires is that the interviewer sets the 
~~~Ji~~~~~~~~et~ hIS qUestIOhns su~gest acceptable answers. People tend to give 

e answer t ey thmk he wants. 

tech:U i~orm~l.tech.nique to overcome this is the 'focused interview 
co que. Th~s IS SUItable for gathering information after people have had a 
fol=~n expenence such as a field day. A focused interview might proceed as 

Extension worker: 'What did you think of the day, Fred?' 

Farmer: 'Really good.' 

Extension worker: 'What did you like about it?' 

Farmer: 'It was all good, you learn things all the time at these shows.' 

Extension worker: 'What interested you most?' 

~~~mer:t'hwel1hit was interesting to see the planting rates on those crops It 
s as oug my rates have been too low.' . 

more~;~~;:~:'~~~: f~:~i~K:~ iuestions at: vague general level and asking 
what interested him most an'd e x ensIO~ ~or er allows the farmer to mention 

, ncourages 1m to further define if if necessary. 

If perhaps the field day subject was harvesting machinery and not lantin 
~~~~~~~~. have found that for at least one person the activity had unex:ected g 

This technique generates different information to a formal survey. 
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Studies of agents' sales 

, e recommendations which necessitate producers 
Many extension projects mak I ' n to increase the use of irrigated 
buying someth~ng, For examp :' a ~~~~~asture seed and fertiliser. 
pasture would mvolve coopera ors J ~ , , 

' kl measure their success by surveymg the m-Ex~ension workers can q~~~lis~r sales at the local merchants' stores. Most 
creases m pasture seed and fe d f these sales and they can be a source of merchants keep reasonable recor s 0 

valuable information. . 

Using the media 

'b e items to country newspapers. One method 
Extension workers often contn ut , d' to have a statement at the end saying 
of finding out h?w well the\ar~ re~~v~h~ning your local officer' or 'A special 
'More informat~on c~n be 0 tbam~tafned by calling at the local office', pamphlet on thIS subject can e 0 

adership and the importance of the subject matter You can measure your re 
to them by the number of callers. 

Conducting formal questionnaire surveys 

I uestionnaire survey, you should consult . 
If you intend to cond~ct ,a formf~ ld b f ou rush in, Some points to consIder: someone with expertIse m the Ie e ore y 

• what do you want to find out? 

• is a questionnaire survey the best method? 

• how are you going to analyse the results? 
, ? 

• what sample size do you reqUIre. , ? 

' biguous or double-barrelled questIOns. • does your survey form contam am 

• are you going to pre-test your survey form? 

Some examples of evaluation 

A simple evaluation of an activity 

. 1 d osted a regular newsletter to 400 
One extension group m Queens an p t se the group wondered if they were 
producers in their area, As postage co; t~~Opr~ducers even read the newsletter? getting value for money. How many 0 
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A simple answer was provided by having a tear-off label on the back of the 
newsletter for two successive issues. The label read: 'If you wish to continue get
ting this newsletter, please tear off this slip and post it back'. 

The extension group found out how many producers valued the newsletter 
and cut their postage costs. 

A formal survey focused on objectives 

One adviser to northern Queensland beef producers thought that some of his 
recommendations were falling on deaf ears and invited an outsider to find out 
whether or not he was effective and how he could be more effective. 

The adviser had been recommending the following practices for 10 years: 
• botulism vaccination; 

• phosphorus supplementation in the wet season; 

• early weaning of calves; 

• performance testing of bulls; 

• low-cost stylo pastures; 

• vibriosis vaccination; 

• plain wire electric fencing; 

• quietening weaners; 

• grading up to Brahman blood; 

• dehorning; and 

• feeding horses molasses rations. 

A survey was conducted by an outsider with the specific objectives: 

• to find out what practices the area's beef producers saw as relevant and 
possible to introduce; 

• to define barriers to adoption of the recommended practices; and 

• to assist extension staff to set relevant extension targets. 

It was found that some of the practices recommended needed good stock 
control. Lack of good fences in the wild mountainous country and lack of good 
labour meant that graziers could not muster cattle well enough to carry out 
some of the advanced practices, even though they agreed that they were 
desirable. It was obvious then, that graziers were at the stage where they were 
still improving the basic infrastructure of their properties. It was therefore 
recommended that more emphasis be placed on extension in cattle yard and 
fence design. Once fencing was in a reasonable state and animals could be con-
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trolled, extensIOn reco . mmendations could switch to more sophisticated prac-
tices. 

An example of results evaluation 

.. K had the objective of encouraging the sprayi~g of 
An advisory project m the U db otato blight. In the area involved, It was 
potatoes to red';lce damage cau~e y p 'n of potatoes against blight was 
previously conslder~d that ~oft1~e. sP:f~~a~ it was profitable to do so in most 
unprofitable. ~ senes of tna. s s ~we utine spraying of potatoes was carried out. 
years and a project encouragmg t e ro owers in the spring of 1969 and 1970. 
Leaflets were circulated to all potat? gr . inter Progress was monitored 

. 1 held during the mtervemng w. . 
Meetmgs were a so . l' e of blight chemicals m the area. by obtaining information from the mam supp I r 
The information was as follows. 

Year 

1964 
1965 
1966 
1967 
1968 
1969 
1970 

Acreage of blight spray sold by merchants 

3740 
6150 
4806 
6250 
7043 

14542 
17173 

. . . the use of spray chemicals in 1969 follow-
There was. a dramatIC m~reas~e:flet in the spring of that year, and the prac-

ing the circulatIOn of t~e ad~l~oi970 From sales figures, the advisers estimated 
tice was further consolIdate m t t' acreage had been sprayed in 1970. They 
that approximately 8?% of t~e po ;. °d t if the recommended spray routine 
wished to confirm thIS and a so to ld

n 
ou l'n the autumn of 1970 which indi-

f 11 d They conducte a survey .. f 
had been 0 owe . d' that year the maJonty 0 cated that 83% of the crop had been spraye ~n , 
farmers had followed the recommended routme. 

Using follow-up surveys for results evaluation 

. ion a series of 14 one-day schools on gross margins for 
In t~~ Darhng DOdwnsterdeg A ~otal of 185 participants attended. deCISIOns was con uc . . 

.. h efficienc of teaching and presentatIOn was 
A questIOnnmre.t? gauge t e close oAhe schools. A year later, a second 

filled out by 151 partlclpanhts att:e t f doption and application was mailed to questionnaire to measure t e ex en 0 a 
all participants. 

. ionnaire indicated that over the 12-month 
Responses to the maIled qU~S~ d the technique most more than once. 

period, 64% of the respondents a us~ ere useful ~nd easy to apply. A high 
They also indicated that the gross margms w 
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interest in follow-up schools was shown and some useful pointers received as to 
the relevance of the system to different agricultural and pastoral enterprises. 
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CHAPfERll 

RECENT DEVELOPMENTS IN EXTENSION AND 
SPECULATION ON THE FUTURE 

Farm technology has become increasingly sophisticated and also subject to rapid 
change. Farmers consequently have to become more efficient at gathering and 
assimilating information, while those supplying it have to become more 
responsive to demand by increasing their ability to store information and 
package it in a readily usable form. 

Until the 1960s, a farmer could learn to produce his·products with the 
assurance that the technology would change little in a decade. But in recent 
years, processes have been increasingly mechanised and there has been a rapid 
increase in the number of ag-vet chemicals available, often needing precision in 
rates and timing of application. These changes require the producer to have 
increased mechanical and biological knowledge. The capital intensiveness of 
modern agriculture means that landholders now need a good understanding of 
finance. 

Australian agriculture was traditionally based on the production of standard 
commodities for a narrow range of markets. Traditional markets for many 
products have shrunk, while new markets now demand a different range of 
products, often with very stringent quality requirements. Producers are now 
often forced to make abrupt changes in their enterprises to produce new crop 
and livestock products to capture new markets. With low profit margins, there is 
no time to learn technology by trial and error. Knowledge must be available to 
allow a rapid and efficient reaction to technical and market changes. 

The proliferation of specialist technologies means that increasing reliance 
has to be placed on information networks. The agribusiness sector has assumed 
increased importance in the development and extension of specialist products 
and expanded government extension contact with it becomes necessary. 

This chapter gives examples of responses to cope with this evolution in 
agriculture. Each of these new developments promises an enhancement of 
clients' expertise and independence. Good farm managers will use these 
developments to expand their ability to cope with change and increase their 
advantage over others. 
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Computers in agriculture 

The earliest use of c~mputers by far~er~n!~s~r~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~n~~~~~:f 
financial accounts usmg large centrda

f 
co p be; of farmers and the programs 

b . The system catere or anum h 
ureau se~ce. .., needs Microcomputers now available to t e 

were not tailored to m~IV1dual f : d' . dual needs though the present lack of farmer have the capacIty to cater or ~n .IVI. ' 
d ll'ty user-friendly software lImIts theIr use. goo -qua " . 

The farmers that ,;ill gai~ ~h~en:~~ ~~0;~~~~~~:~~;;~~ee1~::n~I~: ~~:e 
propert~es and those~Ithe ~:~~eate~t scope in the intensive industries such as. 
productlOr: syst.e~. er nd multi Ie-enterprise farms. For example, eXIst
dairying, pIg raIsmg, ~oultI?" a oducertwith data on herd management and per-
ing software can provIde pIg pr f eekly activities including sows served, 
formance. Details: such.as a su~a::~dWdates of farrowing, can be given by 
conception rates, lItter.slzes and

h
XP r to I'dentify performance problems 

'1 bl ftw ThIS allows t e manage 
:;:~ ath: :i~re~r:~ailable and make appropriate management changes. 

Today, farmers are using microcomputers for: 

• financial record-keeping and analysis; 

• physical record-keeping and analysis; . . 

• farm decision analysis (for example, investment and enterpnse mIX 

decisions); 

• breeding records; 

. t' I'th other computers to gather information; and • commumca IOn w 

• commumcatlOn W1 ., 'th other computers to execute market transactions, such as 
ordering parts and selling produce. 

er can encourage the manager to achieve new levels of 
The farm comput . hi s and their financial consequences. 

understanding of input-output re~tlOns d p good deal of individual tuition and a 
Proper application of computers eman s a 
high level of persistence. 

Extension practitioners are. now using e~pert ~y~~e:sr:~~~~i~~os~s~~~~ ~or 
calculate the effects of changes m :r~~~!: ~!~n~¥~ct on :heat yield if seeding 
example an expert program can c . '1 typ 

, d ced and fertiliser rates are increased on a certam SOl e. rates are re u 

Videotex 

Videotex is a two-way inter-active system which links.large ~.omputer databases 
to modified television receivers or microcomputers VIa pub IC 
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telecommunications networks. The user can call up a database and the 
information appears on the television screen. The initial screen display shows 
the index of material, and the user keys in to the appropriate menu item to 
access the information required. 

The place of this system in agriculture is as yet unclear. It has advantages 
over print media for information such as market reports where values fluctuate 
daily, although a telephone call may be just as convenient for the user in this 
case. Current experience in various parts of the world is that weather, livestock 
and commodity markets, news, newsletters or reports, planting and herbicide 
recommendations and decision-assisting programs, such as cost calculations, are 
most often used. 

Several organisations operate systems throughout Australia. 

Viatel is a telecom national Videotex service providing access to a range of 
databases. 

Elderlink provides a wide range of general and farm-related information. 
General material includes Sharelink for up-to-date share market reports, travel, 
telex and games. The Farmlink system offers a market reporting service, giving 
details of major fat stock and store markets. A variety of calculations is offered, 
allOwing subscribers to calculate gross margins on stock enterprises, calibrate 
boom sprays, and budget for supplementary feeding programmes. 

Information Express is for the farmer who likes to have 24-hour access to 
international commodity and livestock markets. Commodity prices are listed 
and adjusted continuously during trading hours. Subjects include grains, 
soybeans, cattle, pigs, maize, beef, cotton, sorghum, orange juice, potatoes, cof
fee and sugar. 

One of the most impressive facilities of Information Express is the gross 
margin analysis and enterprise statements prepared by the National Australia 
Bank from information provided by state departments of agriculture and agricul
tural Colleges. The data covers farm yields and prices, inputs and costs for most 
types of rural enterprises in all major agricultural and pastoral regions in 
Australia. 

Using this information, primary producers can compare their performance 
with averages based on survey results. 

Country-Wise is an independent rural information service linked in with 
Viatel. It was designed specifically for farmers and country communities by a 
Western Australian farmer. It includes data from 5000 Ag-Notes collected from 
every state in Australia. 

Country-Wise offers a classified ad service where producers can write and 
enter their property or machinery ads to all Via tel users. It also offers spray 
charts with cross-referenced weed and chemical combinations. Advice on taxa
tion is also available. 
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The major use of this technology may be in extension organisations rather 
than on farms. The computer storage of trial results, current chemical recom
mendations and reference material will allow field staff ready access to informa
tion which is difficult to store and retrieve by other means. However, such a 
system needs support staff to input information in a readily understood form. 

Videos 

Improvements to electronic technology have made videos easy and quick to 
make and have placed a powerful new tool in the hands of extension workers. 
Because of the ease with which videos can be made and the widespread 
establishment of video libraries, video tapes offer more than just a different 
form of movie film. 

Videos have been found to be the most effective way of reaching some 
ethnic audiences. Professional-quality videos released through commercial 
libraries have had considerable impact. 

Fanner information centres 

Farmer information centres have been set up in some areas where extension 
staff had difficulty in coping with routine enquiries. These centres contain a 
readily accessible store of information to allow farmers to search for answers to 
their own enquiries. 

Farmer information centres have most application in the coastal belts 
which attract people to settle on small farms and live in semi-retirement. The 
pleasant climate in these centres lends itself to horticultural production. This 
can result in a heavy demand on extension staff to answer queries from new and 
prospective rural producers. An information centre is designed to cope with 
these simple enquiries and free extension staff to take a more proactive role. 

The clients are able to access a library of materials which will answer simple 
queries as well as satisfy the demand for more general information. Producers 
are able to browse at their leisure through a wide range of subject matter and 
materials to develop their general understanding of farming in the area. 

The materials available are Farm Notes and booklets, videotapes and inter
active computer programs. Ideally the centres should be where producers will 
have ready access to them, such as in a town shopping centre. 

It remains to be seen how successful the trial centres will be, as they have to 
be staffed and extension workers will still have to develop information packages 
for them even if they are free of many routine enquiries. 
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Computer analysis of production systems is suited to intensive 
industries. 

Speculation on the future 

If we use current trends to f . 
the next 20 years we orm a pI~ture of how agriculture will develop over 
but it is all we ha~e ;r~l pr~bably usmg an u~e~iable basis for our projections 
Australian agricult~re.o owmg are some predIctIOns on future trends in 

• Agriculture will provide a 1 . 
provide a significant propo~:~ E:~~~~lt~~ of GNP than it does now but still 

• There will be a reduction in the number of commercial rural holdings. 

• Remaining propertie '11 b' . . d . S WI e Increasmgly busmess-oriented with thei 
f:;u~~tIOn systems being highly capital-intensive and depen'dent on o~-farm 

• Hobby farms will provide a significant proportion of output in some areas. 

• Concern for the environment will remain an important issue. 

• ~~~nifica~lt strul~ural changes will be imposed by outside forces such as 
?ge

l 
s m wor ~arkets and increases in the capacity and com'plexity of 

agncu tural machmery. 

Following are some p 'bl . . OSSI e responses m extensIOn to these trends. 
• Ag'b' . l' . n ~SIness.Is Ikely to take an increasing role in extension. Capital-

~ntensIVe agn~u1ture wil! need an increased level of input from commercial 
rms and theIr agents wIll need frequent contact with farmers to service the 
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use of their products. This could occur against a background of declining 
interest in extension by governments as the number of people in agriculture 
and their importance in the economy decline. 

• Extension workers will have to be expert in whole production systems rather 
than narrow disciplines. Primary producers may not have the time or 
patience to deal with several subject-matter specialists nor the capacity to 
experiment on how their information should be integrated. 

• Managing information systems 'Yill be an important function in extension 
organisations. Classifying, storing and retrieving information will be vitally 
important for the efficient operation of extension agencies. 

• Development work on production systems could take more of the staff and 
resources previously devoted to extension. Extension to already highly 
motivated producers may be less of a problem than integrating pure research 
findings from various disciplines into a package of practical 
recommendations. 

.• Extension organisations will have to develop flexible structures to respond to 
the rapid and significant changes on farms. There will be a need to 
coordinate and integrate the work of many disciplines and this will require 
temporary project teams rather than static structures. 

• The role of government in implementing health regulations and in settling 
disputes over competing uses of land will increase. 

• The challenge for the future extension worker will be to become increasingly 
expert in a wider range of technology and to develop a bank of data to allow 
an informed and flexible response to rapid changes in the environment. 
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